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Foreword

For some thirty-four years I have been involved with criminal prosecutions
which, to a greater or lesser extent, involve ballistic evidence.
As an independent scientist, I have examined the theory and practice of
ballistic tool mark comparisons extensively.
Over the years I have become aware that the so-called match, whereby a
bullet or cartridge case can be identified as having been discharged from
a particular firearm and no other, rests on very slim/non-existent scientific
evidence.
The lack of validity of strong statements made in court in this regard is best
illustrated by the judgment given by Columbia Court of Appeals Judge
Catharine Easterly, who said “As matters currently stand, a certainty statement
regarding tool mark pattern matching has the same probative value as the vision
of a psychic: it reflects nothing more than the individual’s foundationless faith
in whatever he believes to be true.”
It is upon the subjective and scientifically suspect opinions of an individual,
who may often be scientifically untrained, that we allow courts to hand
down what may well be miscarriages of justice.
It is time the legal profession came to terms with the problems of expert
evidence.
Dr David Klatzow
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Chapter One
Objectives, methods and summarised conclusions

The purpose of the research described in this book was twofold.
Firstly, the validity – or otherwise – of ballistic fingerprinting as a forensic
tool had to be established. Ballistic fingerprinting is based on the assumption
that all firearms leave unique markings on the ammunition which is fired
through them.
Secondly, the purpose was to investigate the feasibility of establishing an
effective national ballistic imaging database. This database would collect
and store discharged bullets and used cartridge cases from firearms which
are legally owned. The custodians of this database would then use ballistic
fingerprinting to match up forensic evidence, gathered at a crime scene,
with one particular firearm.
To these ends, I first investigated the existing literature on the subject.
I then conducted controlled experiments wherein I used a variety of
different firearms to discharge ammunition, both from a variety of different
manufacturers, into a ballistic tank. The discharged bullets and used cartridge
cases were then collected and examined for unique distinguishing marks.
I also inquired into the possibility that simple procedures, using common
materials, could change the ballistic fingerprint of a firearm.
Lastly, I travelled to The Netherlands and to the United Kingdom to consult
with members of the forensic community in those two countries. Both of
1
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these two countries have, like the United States of America, examined the
feasibility of establishing effective national ballistic imaging databases, and
have rejected the concept as unworkable.
My conclusions are:• Firearms do not always leave unique markings on the ammunition which
is fired through them. Therefore, ballistic fingerprinting is unreliable
as a forensic tool.
• The practice of comparative ballistic science is highly subjective and
provides ample opportunity for bias.
• The ballistic fingerprint of a firearm can be changed using simple
procedures and common materials.
• The ballistic fingerprint of a firearm can anyway change over its lifetime.
• An effective national ballistic imaging database is not feasible, as the
variables of ballistic fingerprinting are too great.
• The possibility of false matches multiply with the size of the ballistic
imaging database. This raises the spectre of miscarriage of justice,
particularly amongst the poorest of the poor.
• The cost/benefit ratio of a national ballistic imaging database is
exceptionally high. Too much money would be spent for too little
benefit.
Dr David Klatzow
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Chapter Two
Theory of and challenges to comparative forensic science

Basic Forensic Firearm Facts
Ballistic fingerprinting has come to be the field of forensic science which
matches individual firearms to the ammunition components recovered from
a crime scene. In other words, it involves linking a projectile (bullet) – or
a spent cartridge case – to the firearm which discharged it.
Strictly speaking “ballistic fingerprinting” is a misnomer since ballistics
refers to the motion of a projectile, within the firearm (internal ballistics), in
flight (external ballistics) and its interaction with a target (terminal ballistics).
More properly it should be referred to as firearm tool mark analysis.
Current forensic practice makes use of the microscopic striations which
are left on the bullet, as it passes through the barrel, and those imprinted
on the brass cartridge case during the firing process.
At the moment when a firearm is discharged, the firing pin strikes the primer
(the pressure/impact sensitive component) on the rear of the cartridge. The
resulting flash ignites the propellant within the cartridge. This produces
a rapid chemical reaction and high-pressure gases, which force the bullet
out of the cartridge case and down the barrel.
Current tool mark theory maintains that, during the firearm manufacturing
process, minute imperfections in the metal are formed. Thus the barrel
would have these imperfections in it as would the breech face, the extractor,
3
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the firing pin and any other metallic surface which may come into contact
with the bullet or the cartridge case.
Extractor

Firing Pin
Aperture

Breech Face
Ejector

The components of a typical 9x19 mm semi-automatic pistol which may,
in addition to the chamber itself, form striations on the cartridge case.
(Photograph courtesy of The Lensman)

The structure of a typical 9x19 mm cartridge (Photograph courtesy of The
Lensman)
4
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The base and primer of a typical 9x19 mm cartridge (Photograph courtesy
of The Lensman)

Components of a typical cartridge. (From Brian J Heard, Handbook of
Firearms and Ballistics)
When a firearm is manufactured, the metal used in the manufacture is
machined in various ways by different tools to form the finished product. The
components of the firearm which are of reference in tool mark analysis are:• The barrel. This is the hollow tube through which the projectile passes
under great pressure. In most firearms (shotguns excluded) a series of
spiral grooves is cut into the internal surface of the barrel. These grooves
engage with the fired bullet, imparting spin to it. This spin keeps the
bullet stable in flight and results in greater accuracy than would be
the case if one had a randomly tumbling projectile. This set of grooves
has two components – raised portions known as lands and depressed
portions known as grooves. When the fired bullet is forced through
5
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the barrel, the impressions of the lands and grooves are transferred
from the barrel to the bullet. Because the machining procedure which
cuts the grooves is a mechanical process, it leaves imperfections on the
inner surface of the barrel. These markings are known as striations.
It is fundamental to the theory of ballistic fingerprinting that these
imperfections are unique to each firearm
• Breech face, extractor, ejector and firing pin. These components of the
firearm interact with and mark the cartridge case during the firing
process. The high pressure generated in the firearm forces the cartridge
case back against the breech face. Any imperfections (caused during
manufacture and use) are impressed upon the relatively soft brass and
soft metal of the base of the cartridge case and of the primer. Again it
is fundamental to the theory of firearm tool mark analysis that these
imperfections on the breech face are unique to each firearm. The same
is held to be true for the markings made by the extractor, ejector and
firing pin.
It is these minute imperfections that are imparted from the firearm, onto
the bullet and the cartridge case, which form the basis of forensic tool mark
analysis (ballistic fingerprinting) of the fired case/bullet. The issues which
we are dealing with, in examining the validity of ballistic fingerprinting, are
related to tool mark analysis and comparison. The procedures used in tool
mark comparison forensics falls under the category of pattern comparisons.
The entire subject of tool mark identification, as it relates to ballistic analysis,
is predicated on several assumptions. These are:• The individual markings made by the firearm on the bullet/cartridge
case must be truly random and truly unique.
• The striations made by the firearm on the bullet/cartridge case must
be genuine individual characteristics.
• They must be invariant over the lifespan of the firearm.
• They must be resistant to deliberate change.
If these assumptions are not true, then the entire discipline of tool mark
identification is fatally flawed. Some authorities have accepted them as
facts. Others have rejected them as being false. In South Africa, it has been
proposed that every firearm in the country be fired and fingerprinted. The
6
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test-fired cartridge cases and bullets would then be retained, together with
a permanent record of which firearm they relate to. However, this will only
take a police investigation back to the last legal owner of the firearm.
The theory is that any bullet recovered from a body, or anywhere else, as well
as any cartridge case recovered from the scene of a crime, can be matched
back to the firearm from which it was fired. In theory, this would make it
relatively easy for police to arrest the perpetrators of the crime.
The validity of these assumptions will be examined in this chapter.
Basis of Comparative Forensic Science
The theory of comparative forensic science is based on the three classes of
characteristics – class, individual and subclass.
The distinctions between the types of tool marks produced by these
characteristics is the key to understanding the problems with firearm
identification. Tool marks are either striated tool marks consisting of
patterns of scratches or striations produced by the parallel motion of firearm
components against objects, or impression tool marks produced on objects
by the perpendicular, pressurised impact of firearm components. Both types
of tool marks have class, subclass and individual characteristics.
Firearm identification is premised on the existence of individual characteristics
that, by contrast to class and subclass characteristics, are unique to each
individual firearm. The individual characteristics of a firearm are claimed
to correspond to random imperfections or irregularities on its surfaces,
which were produced by the manufacturing process. (For example, the
rifling impressions on bullets are class characteristics reflecting the number,
width and direction of twist of the lands and grooves in the barrels that
fired them.) If the same class characteristics are found on fired bullets and
discharged cartridge cases (which were recovered from a crime scene) as
are found on a test-fired bullet or cartridge case, then the firearm examiner
uses a comparison microscope to compare the individual characteristics.
The objective is to determine whether the individual characteristics are
so similar (on the crime scene and test-fired ammunition) that only one
firearm could have produced both the test and the evidence tool marks.
7
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Understanding the distinctions between the class, subclass and individual
characteristics of tool marks makes it possible to appreciate the three central
pitfalls in forensic firearm identification. A firearm may be wrongly identified
as the source of a tool mark that it did not produce because, as will be seen:• The individual characteristics of a firearm are not unique
• Subclass characteristics shared by more than one firearm may be
confused with individual characteristics.
• The individual characteristics of the tool marks in a firearm, made by
a particular manufacturing tool, change over time.
Furthermore, De Kinder found that the determination of whether
ammunition components were fired by any particular firearm was
complicated by an overlap of the class characteristics of firearms from
different manufacturers.
Class Characteristics
The distinct design features of any firearm are reflected in its class
characteristics. For the comparison process to initiate, the two objects
which are to be compared must share the same class characteristics. These
are features which are determined prior to manufacture. Examples of class
characteristics are the calibre of a firearm, which type of barrel it has, the
number of grooves and the width of each groove.
If, for instance, 3 000 Z88 9x19 mm pistols are produced, the barrels will
all have the same direction of rifling twist (the grooves in the barrel which
impart spin to the projectile). Rifling is referred to as lands and grooves,
with lands being the raised areas between the grooves. The number of lands
and grooves in a barrel should be the same for both the suspect bullet and
the test-fired bullet.
It is a pointless exercise comparing two bullets, one discharged from a barrel
with right-hand rifling to another which was discharged from a barrel with
left-hand rifling. They clearly cannot have been fired from the same firearm.
More importantly, the type, shape and size of the tools which are used in
the manufacturing process are also class characteristics, as is the type of
action imparted by the tool–compression, crimping, shearing, slicing, etc.
8
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Individual Characteristics
In order to identify the individual firearm which fired a given bullet,
or ejected a particular cartridge case, one has to proceed beyond class
characteristics and measure individual characteristics. To achieve this goal,
these individual characteristics must be unique to that firearm and to no
other.
Individual characteristics are random imperfections, which are produced
during manufacture or caused by use, corrosion or damage. Individual
characteristics are what make a tool unique amongst other tools of its type
and are produced by accident. (Grieve)
The nature of potential markings which these tools can produce on a cartridge
case is shown in the illustration below. (Haag & Haag)

The nature of potential markings on a cartridge case (from Michael G Haag
and Lucien C Haag, Shooting Incident Reconstructions)
One of the difficulties in determining whether ammunition components
were fired by any particular firearm is that the individual characteristics
of a firearm are combinations of tool marks which are not unique. As a
result of the overlapping individual characteristics of tool marks made by
9
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different firearms, forensic firearm examiners who assume that a certain
amount of resemblance proves that the same firearm produced both the test
and evidence tool marks may be wrong. The same amount of resemblance
may exist in tool marks produced by different firearms of that type. While
this can lead to misidentifying a firearm as the source of evidence, true
identifications may also be missed. This is because the tool mark on a
fragmented ammunition component or other surface may be too small
to allow any firearm to be identified as the tool mark’s source. (Schwartz)
As early as 1935, Gunther and Gunther established that the individual
characteristics of tool marks are not unique. It is probably true that no two
firearms with the same class characteristics will produce exactly the same
signature, but it is likewise true that each element of a firearm’s signature
may be found in the signatures of other firearms.
Subclass Characteristics
Subclass characteristics are somewhat less clear and more elusive than
individual or class characteristics. They can be mistaken for individual
characteristics. There are markings which appear on the various components
of a firearm which can be transferred to the fired bullet or cartridge case,
but are not necessarily unique to that firearm. These subclass characteristics
are difficult to distinguish from true individual characteristics. Furthermore
the advent of computer-controlled machine tools has made the likelihood
of conformity on production line machined parts quite significant.
Accordingly, Biasotti and Murdock explain that a risk of misidentification
arises because “some machining processes are capable of reproducing remarkably
similar surface characteristics (i.e. gross contour and/or fine striations, etc.) on the
working surfaces of many consecutively produced tools which if not recognized
and properly evaluated could lead to a false identification”.
Subclass characteristics, which are present in only some tool marks, arise
because the manufacturing processes create batches of firearms with
similarities in appearance, size and finish. The tool marks produced by
the firearms in each batch have matching microscopic characteristics, called
subclass characteristics, which distinguish them from tool marks produced
in other batches.
10
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Firearms and tool mark examiner Bruce Moran noted that the term “subclass
characteristics’’ was only coined in 1989, and incorporated in the AFTE
glossary definitions in 1992, after there were misidentifications of striated
tool marks in court cases in the 1980s.
Examples of these marks include broach marks or mould marks on a part,
from a master pattern. In the case of broach marks, due to the contact of
the cutting surface with the workpiece during manufacture, the cutting
tool is constantly undergoing change due to abrasion and build-up on the
edge. This changing cutting surface is reflected in the workpiece after the
broaching operation is complete. (Grieve)
Firearm examiners have not formulated any rules or statistics about when
and why firearms are manufactured which can be expected to produce tool
marks with subclass or individual characteristics. Nor have they developed
statistics or rules about the rate at which subclass characteristics on the tool
marks produced can be expected to be replaced and/or joined by individual
characteristics. Firearm examiners have also failed to develop any rules for
distinguishing between subclass and individual characteristics. To avoid
confusing subclass characteristics shared by more than one firearm, with
individual characteristics unique to one and only one firearm, examiners
can only rely on their personal familiarity with types of forming and
finishing processes and their influence on the tool marks which are under
investigation. (Schwartz)
Miller noted that the tool marks on the groove, but not the land, impressions
on bullets fired from ten consecutively manufactured gang broach barrels
were so similar that a false identification would have resulted if the
characteristics had been incorrectly identified as individual, rather than
subclass characteristics
Miller also noted that wear and tear on some firearms may cause their subclass
characteristics to be completely replaced by individual characteristics but
that, in other firearms, the subclass characteristics may persist alongside
individual characteristics.
Subclass characteristics are defined by the AFTE as follows:11
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“Marks produced by the random imperfections or irregularities of tool surfaces.
These random imperfections or irregularities are produced incidental to
manufacture and/or caused by use, corrosion or damage. They are unique to
the tools and distinguish it from all other tools.”
and as
“Discernible surface features of an object which are more restrictive than class
characteristics in that they are produced incidental to manufacture; are significant
in that they relate to a smaller group source (a subset of the class to which they
belong); can arise from a source which changes over time.”
However the AFTE warns that:“Caution should be exercised in distinguishing subclass characteristics from
individual characteristics.”
If the above criteria given by AFTE are examined, it can be seen that there
is no minimum requirement for calling a match. The argument is circular
and self-supporting and, what is more concerning, highly subjective.
Process of Matching a Firearm to Fired Ammunition
The markings which the individual characteristics of a firearm make on
fired ammunition (bullets or cartridge cases) are utilised to call a match
between a firearm and fired ammunition.
The organisation which has de facto set the standards for calling a “match”
is the Association of Firearm and Tool Mark Examiners (AFTE), based in
the United States of America, which states as follows:• The theory of identification as it pertains to the comparison of tool marks
enables opinions of common origin to be made when the unique surface
contours of two tool marks are in “sufficient agreement”.
• This “sufficient agreement” is related to the significant duplication of
random tool marks as evidenced by the correspondence of a pattern or
combination of patterns of surface contours. Significance is determined by
the comparative examination of two or more sets of surface contour patterns
comprised of individual peaks, ridges and furrows. Specifically, the relative
12
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height or depth, width, curvature and spatial relationship of the individual
peaks, ridges, and furrows within one set of surface contours are defined as
compared to the corresponding features in the second set of surface contours.
Agreement is significant when it exceeds the best agreement demonstrated
between tool marks known to have been produced by different tools and is
consistent with the agreement demonstrated by tool marks known to have
been produced by the same tool. The statement that “sufficient agreement”
exists between two tool marks means that the agreement is of a quantity
and quality that the likelihood another tool could have made the mark is
so remote as to be considered a practical impossibility.
• Currently, the interpretation of individualisation/identification is
subjective (emphasis added) in nature, founded on scientific principles
and based on the examiner’s training and experience.
The AFTE is correct in noting that calling a match between a firearm and
fired ammunition is a subjective process, not an objective one.
The AFTE’s “sufficient agreement” is related to the significant duplication
of random tool marks, as evidenced by the correspondence of a pattern or a
combination of patterns of surface contours. This phrase is a non-scientific,
highly subjective term.
The interpretation of individualisation/identification is subjective in nature,
founded on the AFTE’s principles and based on the examiner’s training
and experience. These criteria is entirely circular and take no note that:• Different firearms produce different numbers of matching striations,
even between different consequential shots.
• The same firearm can produce different numbers of matching striations
depending on the ammunition used and the relative hardness of the
metal used in producing the ammunition.
There are three major sources of misidentifications by firearms and tool
mark examiners (Schwartz):• The individual characteristics of tool marks are comprised of nonunique marks.
13
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• Subclass characteristics shared by more than one tool may be confused
with individual characteristics unique to one and only one tool.
• The individual characteristics of the marks made by a particular tool
change over time.
“Experience”, “training” and “judgement” cannot be used to establish
the scientific validity and reliability of a metrological method such as a
forensic feature comparison method. Scientific validity and reliability require
that a method has been subjected to empirical testing under conditions
appropriate to its intended use, which provide valid estimates of how often
the method reaches an incorrect conclusion. Without appropriate estimates
of accuracy, a firearm examiner’s statement that two samples are similar or
even indistinguishable is scientifically meaningless . Nothing – not training,
personal experience nor professional practices – can substitute for adequate
empirical demonstration of accuracy. (PCast) (Report to the President:
Forensic Science in Criminal Courts and Dror & Murrie. A Hierarchy of
Expert Performance)
For a process or procedure or method to be both scientifically valid and
reliable it requires that the process is:• Repeatable. With known probability, an examiner obtains the same
result when analysing samples from the same sources.
• Reproducible. With known probability, different examiners obtain the
same result when analysing the same sample .
• Accurate. With known probabilities an examiner can obtain correct
results both for samples from the same source (true positives) and also
for samples from different sources (true negatives).
The AFTE definition of a “match” is not a scientific theory. The National
Academy of Sciences has defined a theory as “a comprehensive explanation of
some aspect of nature that is supported by a vast body of evidence”. Rather the
AFTE definition is a claim that examiners applying a subjective approach
can accurately individualise the origin of a tool mark. Moreover, a “theory”
is not what is needed. What is needed are empirical tests to see how well
the method performs.

14
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Objective methods are, in general, preferable to subjective methods. Analyses
that depend on human judgment (rather than a quantitative measure
of similarity) are obviously more susceptible to human error, bias, and
performance variability across examiners. In contrast, objective quantified
methods tend to yield greater accuracy, repeatability and reliability as well
as reducing variation in results among examiners. (PCast) (Report to
the President: Forensic Science in Criminal Courts and Dror & Murrie. A
Hierarchy of Expert Performance)
ltiel Dror has shown that exposure of the analyst to non-contextual
information produces cognitive bias. In this instance, non-contextual facts
are the broader issues in a court case which do not relate to the analysis
being undertaken by the ballistic fingerprinting technician. The effects of
cognitive bias are insidious because the biased technician is often blissfully
unaware of how it acts on a subconscious level.
There is no doubt that bias exists in all of us. Science in general has developed
methods for overcoming bias. The double blind trial, numerical methods
and statistical analysis of results all shield the examiner from non-contextual
information. The AFTE definition of a “match” does not include use of
these methods. (Nisbett and Ross, Dror, Charlton and Peron, Saks Risinger
Rosenthal and Thompson)
Challenges to AFTE Theory
Firearm identification is not a simple binary matter of determining whether
the test and evidence tool marks on fired ammunition match. On the one
hand, shared subclass characteristics and/or similarities between individual
characteristics create substantial resemblances between the tool marks
produced by different firearms. On the other hand, because the working
surfaces of firearms change over time, even tool marks made by the same
firearm do not perfectly match. (Schwartz)
A critical problem with the AFTE theory is the lack of objective standards
for deciding whether a particular mark is subclass or individual. (Giannelli)
The AFTE describes the traditional pattern of recognition methodology
as subjective in nature, founded on scientific principles and based on the
examiner’s training and experience. There are no objective criteria used for
15
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this determination. Ultimately, unless other issues are involved, it remains
for the examiner to determine for himself the modicum of proof necessary
to arrive at a definite opinion. In this sense firearm identification is more
an art than a science. (Giannelli and Springer)
Under the traditional subjective approach, examiners do not even attempt
to articulate criteria for when the resemblances between the tool marks
produced by firearms on fired ammunition are sufficient to justify calling a
match. Instead, they rely solely on their inarticulate, mind’s eye judgments
of when the resemblances are sufficient. British and European Bayesians have
rightly criticised the subjective approach. They point out that it conflicts
with the scientific value of, as far as possible, “supporting one’s opinion by
reference to logical reasoning as well as an established corpus of scientific
knowledge”. (Schwartz)
Jeffrey Scott Doyle, the author of the website FirearmsID, noted that the
matching of fired ammunition to a specific firearm really comes down to
the experience of the firearm examiner and what they perceive to be the
overall uniqueness of the striations that are present.
Proficiency testing of examiners, to test their ability to determine a match
between bullet or cartridge case markings and the firearm from which
they were fired has, in some instances, yielded error rates of up to 28.2%.
(Giannelli)
Adequate proficiency testing has not been developed for firearm and tool
mark identification examiners. Nonetheless, such proficiency tests as do exist
show that examiners make both misidentifications and missed identifications.
(Schwartz)
Most fundamentally, it is questionable whether a meaningful error rate
for the subjective method of firearms and tool mark examination can even
be calculated. Moreover, mind’s eye judgments for calling a match are,
by definition, judgments that cannot be communicated to other people.
There is no reason to assume that examiners who possess the ineffable skill
of making correct judgments will be able to pass this skill on to others.
Thus, so long as the subjective method is used, proficiency testing can (at
most) establish an error rate for the particular people tested, not for the
16
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procedures of firearm and tool mark examination as a whole. (Biasotti &
Murdock and Schwartz)
Returning now to requirements for a match, another disturbing feature
emerges–one which has been noted since 1935.
Gianelli noted that “One of the most surprising things which must strike any
observer who is examining fired bullets is the astonishing differences which
seem to be present on bullets which are known to have been fired through the
same barrel”. Col Calvin H Goddard drew attention to this phenomenon
as early as 1956. As was mentioned earlier in this chapter, so did Gunther
and Gunther in 1935 and Biasotti in 1955.
The National Research Council (USA) report, Ballistic Imaging, noted in
2008 that:“Underlying the specific tasks with which the committee was charged is the
question of whether firearms-related tool marks are unique: that is, whether
a particular set of tool marks can be shown to come from one firearm to the
exclusion of all others. Very early in its work the committee found that this
question cannot now be definitively answered.”
It would appear that in tool mark examination of bullets and cartridge cases,
the differences are simply wished away, leaving only that which supports
a match. This is selective data capturing and it is normally utterly reviled
in scientific circles.
If one is to compare this type of identification with, say, human fingerprint
identification the contrast becomes apparent. In human fingerprinting,
no matter how many points of similarity one can demonstrate, a single
unexplained point of difference will negate the match.
The traditional method of identifying tool marks is pattern matching.
However, in an attempt to quantify a “match”, the method of counting
the consecutively matching striations (CMS) has been suggested. Both
pattern matching and CMS employ the same science and techniques, but
differ in the manner in which they describe their results. The CMS method
17
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describes the best non-match observed and claims that the examiner can
use this information to determine an identification.
Nichols acknowledges this by saying, “There is no difference between a “pattern
matcher” and a “line counter’’ except the manner in which they document their
casework and articulate their conclusions”.
In a tacit recognition of the subjectivity of the conventional pattern matching
theory, some practitioners make use of the consecutive matching striations
(CMS) procedure. This, however, has not found general favour and remains
a minority approach. (Nichols)
It should be noted that Nichols is a fierce proponent of the standard matching
techniques and unfortunately has launched vitriolic ad hominem attacks
on some leading critics of those methods.
“CMS has not been promoted as an alternative to traditional pattern recognition
but as a numerical threshold.” (Nichols)
The difficulty is quite clear. Both class and subclass characteristics have
a similar morphology. The only way to rule the subclass characteristics
out of contention, and to definitively exclude them as being individual
characteristics, would be to have a record of those particular features for
each and every firearm produced. Thus far, it has not been possible to
assemble any such record.
The CMS identification criteria only apply to striated tool marks. Firearm
examiners must still make a purely subjective determination as to when
the resemblances between test and evidence impression tool marks are so
great that they must have been made by the same firearm.
A further, undisputed source of subjectivity is that the use of the CMS
method requires examiners to compare the striations comprising the
individual characteristics of a firearm. Therefore, misidentifications will
result if, in applying the criteria, examiners mistakenly assume that
subclass characteristics on the test and evidence tool marks are individual
characteristics. Since there are no rules for distinguishing between subclass
and individual characteristics; examiners can only rely on their personal
18
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familiarity with the different manufacturing processes and their effect on
tool marks. (Schwartz)
The AFTE also notes that subclass characteristics may change with wear
and tear, corrosion and usage. This then begs the question as to why
class characteristics cannot do likewise. It also shows the impossibility of
distinguishing class from subclass characteristics.
The photo-micrograph below shows the similarities between two cartridge
cases from different pistols, based on subclass characteristics only.

Similarities between two cartridge cases from different pistols based on
subclass characteristics only.
The premise underlying the field of ballistic fingerprinting is, in my opinion,
flawed. This is the assumption that the rifling/machining tool leaves unique
marks on the firearm during manufacture. This is alleged to be as a result
of minute imperfections on the tool itself, never to be repeated on any
other component manufactured (why this is so has not been adequately
explained). Because of the subjective nature of the comparison evaluation,
it is desirable that the confirmatory evaluation be conducted blind so as to
avoid cognitive bias. This is not done.
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The entire basis upon which tool mark identification rests is:• That individual tools make unique marks on surfaces.
• That no two tool marks are the same, i.e. the marks made by the tool
are completely volatile.
• That the marks made by the barrel on the bullet are in contrast
completely permanent. This is assumed despite the corrosive nature of
the passage of the bullet at high pressure, with very hot gases traversing
the barrel, and despite the presence of debris from previous firings in
the barrel.
It is important to note that, in his now classic study published in 1955,
Biasotti found that there was a fifteen to twenty percent match between
bullets fired from different .38 Special revolvers.
Studies have shown that some firearm tool marks change rapidly during
a break-in period of unknown length. Also, ammunition from different
manufacturers may be marked differently when the different brands are
discharged by the same firearm.
One of the points made by De Kinder, is that the head stamp will very likely
interfere with the markings on the cartridges, leaving only the markings
make by the extractor and those on the firing pin for the forensic examiner
to use in making a match/not match decision.
It is instructive to note that Biasotti, writing in 1959, stated, “the erroneous
conception of a ‘perfect match’ which is only a theoretical possibility and a
practical impossibility”.
The National Research Council (USA) forensic science report in 2009 was
less than enthusiastic about tool mark expertise saying that “ individual
patterns from manufacture or from wear and tear might in some cases be
distinctive enough to suggest one particular source, but additional studies
should be performed to make the process of individualisation more precise and
repeatable”. (Saks and Koehler)
In summary, the literature on the subject repeatedly warns that a tool mark
may be wrongly ascribed to a given tool for several reasons:20
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• The “individual” characteristics are not unique.
• Subclass characteristics, shared by different firearms, may be confused
with individual characteristics.
• Individual characteristics may change over time.
It must also be noted that the inherent flaws in ballistic fingerprinting theory
have been known in South Africa since at least 1948. This is confirmed in a
letter written by the Commanding Officer of the South African Criminal
Bureau of the South African Police to the Commissioner of the South
African Police on 20th February 1948. In that letter he stated that “Fire-arms
begin to acquire additional characteristics, from the time they are put into use.
These characteristics may be so numerous or of such a nature that the original
characteristics may be obliterated entirely”. (See Appendix A)
Schwartz concluded her studies with the statement that “Especially in light
of the major role that firearms identifications play in obtaining convictions, all
firearms and tool mark identifications should be excluded [from court evidence]
until the development of firm statistical empirical foundations for identifications
and a rigorous regime of blind proficiency testing.”
In Conclusion
The present, tarnished reputation of the forensic science known as ballistic
fingerprinting is best summarised in the reports presented in 2008 and
2009 by the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) in the United States of
America.
The 2008 NAS report titled Ballistics Imaging surveyed the existing
literature on the uniqueness, reproducibility and permanence of individual
characteristics and concluded that:“most of these studies are limited in scale and have been conducted by firearms
examiners (and examiners in training) in state and local law enforcement
laboratories as adjuncts to their regular casework… The validity of the
fundamental assumptions of uniqueness and reproducibility of firearms-related
tool marks has not yet been fully demonstrated… Additional general research
on the uniqueness and reproducibility of firearms-related tool marks would
have to be done if the basic premises of firearm identification are to be put on
a more solid scientific footing… Conclusions drawn in firearm identification
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should not be made to imply the presence of a firm statistical basis when none has
been demonstrated... examiners tend to cast their assessments in bold absolutes,
commonly asserting that a match can be made to the exclusion of all other
firearms in the world. Such comments cloak an inherently subjective assessment
of a match with an extreme probability statement that has no firm grounding
and unrealistically implies an error rate of zero”.
The 2009 NAS report titled Strengthening Forensic Science in the United
States The Way Forward stated:“Because not enough is known about the variabilities among individual tools
and guns, we are not able to specify how many points of similarity are necessary
for a given level of confidence in the result. Sufficient studies have not been done
to understand the reliability and repeatability of the methods. The committee
agrees that class characteristics are helpful in narrowing the pool of tools that may
have left a distinctive mark. Individual patterns from manufacture or from wear
might, in some cases, be distinctive enough to suggest one particular source, but
additional studies should be performed to make the process of individualisation
more precise and repeatable… much forensic evidence including, for example,
bite marks and firearm and tool mark identifications is introduced in criminal
trials without any meaningful scientific validation, determination of error
rates, or reliability testing to explain the limits of the discipline”.
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Chapter Three
Comparative Forensic Science and its Practical Application in
Court Cases

Daubert Standard
Biasotti, Murdock and Moran have all noted that many of the disagreements
between firearm examiners about the conclusions which are warranted
in any particular court case “stem from one examiner ascribing too much
significance to a small amount of matching striations and not appreciating that
such agreement is achievable in known non-match comparisons”.
The courts, which tend to lag significantly behind the cutting edge of
science, have expressed their reservations and have begun to show caution
in this area. This is because there are many cases in which the experts for
the opposing parties were in plain disagreement. This situation resulted in
what has become known as the Daubert Standard.
The Daubert Standard was formulated as a result of three court cases in
the United States of America. These are:• Daubert v Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals which held in 1993 that
Rule 702 of the Federal Rules of Evidence did not incorporate the
(at that time established) Frye “general acceptance” test as a basis for
assessing the admissibility of scientific expert testimony, but that the
rule incorporated a flexible reliability standard instead.
• General Electric Co. v Joiner which held that a district court judge may
exclude expert testimony when there are gaps between the evidence relied
on by an expert and his conclusion, and that an abuse-of-discretion
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standard of review is the proper standard for appellate courts to use
in reviewing a trial court’s decision of whether it should admit expert
testimony.
• Kumho Tire Co. v Carmichael which held in 1999 that the judge’s
gatekeeping function identified in Daubert applies to all expert
testimony, including that which is non-scientific.
Important appellate level opinions that clarify the Daubert Standard are
Judge Kozinski’s opinion in Daubert v Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals (1993)
(on remand) and Judge Becker’s opinion in Paoli R.R. Yard PCB Litig.
These court cases confirmed that one of the functions of the judge in a
court case was to act as a gatekeeper and to test whether or not the expert
testimony which was offered was based on proven and acceptable scientific
theory. He does this by applying the Daubert Factors which are:•
•
•
•
•

Whether a method can or has been tested.
The known or potential rate of error
Whether the methods have been subjected to peer review.
Whether there are standards controlling the technique’s operation.
The general acceptance of the method within the relevant community

Although the Daubert Standard is a principle in USA law, it has influenced
legal systems elsewhere. For instance:• The Canadian Supreme Court has expressly adopted the Daubert
standard in two cases. This Court noted the US Supreme Court’s
rejection of the Frye standard and its replacement with the Daubert
Standard and stated that “the US Supreme Court did list a number of
factors that could be helpful in evaluating the soundness of novel science”.
• In 2005, the United Kingdom House of Commons Science and
Technology Committee recommended the creation of a Forensic
Science Advisory Council to regulate forensic evidence in the UK
and observed that “The absence of an agreed protocol for the validation
of scientific techniques prior to their being admitted in court is entirely
unsatisfactory. Judges are not well-placed to determine scientific validity
without input from scientists. We recommend that one of the first tasks of
the Forensic Science Advisory Council be to develop a gatekeeping test for
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expert evidence. This should be done in partnership with judges, scientists
and other key players in the criminal justice system, and should build on
the US Daubert test”.
• The Law Commission for England and Wales has proposed a consultation
paper (No. 190) to adopt a criterion similar to the Daubert Standard
to help reform the law of evidence in regards to the admissibility of
scientific evidence.
Court Cases involving Ballistic Fingerprinting
Examples of court cases involving the validity of ballistic fingerprinting are:• People v Kirschke (125 Cal RPTR @ 683). The prosecution expert
testified that the evidence bullet had been fired from a particular
firearm. The post-conviction court-appointed expert could not make
a positive identification.
• People v Sirhan Bishara Sirhan. In the case of the indictment and trial
of Sirhan Bishara Sirhan for the assassination of US Senator Robert F
Kennedy, independent experts appointed by the court (post-conviction)
could not match the bullets retrieved from Kennedy’s body to Sirhan’s
firearm. This was in contrast to the evidence given at the indictment
and trial, and despite the fact that they had been positively matched
by the police as having come from that firearm.
• State v Nemeth (182 Conn. 403, 438 A. 2d 120 1980). One expert
testified that he was unable to determine whether the bullets had
been fired from the same firearm, whereas another testified that both
bullets had been fired from the same firearm. There can be no wider
disagreement than this. It illustrates the subjectivity of the testimony.
• State of Tennessee v James Earl Ray (assassination of the Rev Martin
Luther King). Similarly, a post-conviction examination of the bullets
removed from Martin Luther King’s body failed to link them to the
Remington rifle of the accused, James Earl Ray. Indeed, it was not
even possible to match the eighteen bullets to each other. Again, this
contradicted the evidence given at the trial.
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• United States v Alls (slip op. No. CR2-O8-223(1)) (S.D. Ohio Dec.
7. 2009). The court stated that “This Court follows the approach taken
by Glynn, Monteiro, Green, Diaz and Mouzone, and places a limitation
on Ms McClellan’s testimony. Although Ms. McClellan may testify as to
her methodology, case work, and observations in regards to the casing
comparison she performed for this case, she may not testify as to her opinion
on whether the casings are attributable to a single firearm to the exclusion
of all other firearms. Such testimony would be misleading and prejudicial
given the inherent subjectivity in firearm and tool mark identification”.
• United States v Diaz (2007 WL 485967) (N.D. Cal. Feb. 12, 2007).
The court found that the record did not support the conclusion that
identifications could be made to the exclusion of all other firearms in
the world. It said that “the examiners who testify in this case may only
testify that a match has been made to a reasonable degree of certainty in
the ballistics field”.
• United States v Green (405 F Supp. 2d 104 D.) (Mass. 2005). The court
reluctantly allowed bullet identification to be admitted, referring to the
“sloppy practices” which had been followed. In addition, in Green, the
court limited the unsupported and over-reaching conclusions arrived
at by the state ballistics expert. The court recognised that “plainly
confusing individual characteristics with class or subclass ones could lead
to false negatives as well as false positives… the expert declared that this
match could be made ‘to the exclusion of every other firearm in the world.’…
That conclusion, needless to say, is extraordinary, particularly given his
data and methods”. The court also found that “While I recognize that
the Daubert-Kumho standard does not require the illusory perfection of
a television show (CSI, this wasn’t), when liberty hangs in the balance–
and, in the case of the defendants facing the death penalty, life itself–the
standards should be higher than were met in this case, and than have
been imposed across the country. The more courts admit this type of tool
mark evidence without requiring documentation, proficiency testing, or
evidence of reliability, the more sloppy practices will endure; we should
require more”.
• United States v Glynn (578 F. Supp. 2d 567 ) (S.D.N.Y. 2008). The
court commented that ‘based on the Daubert hearings... the Court very
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quickly concluded that whatever else ballistics identification analysis could
be called, it could not fairly be called science… the problem is compounded
by the tendency of ballistics experts… to make assertions that their matches
are certain beyond all doubt, that the error rate of their methodology is
‘zero’ and other such pretensions”. The court recognised that “ballistics
examination not only lacks the rigor of science but suffers from greater
uncertainty than many other kinds of forensic evidence”. On this basis
the court concluded that to “allow any ballistics examiner to testify that
he had matched a bullet or a casing to a particular firearm to a reasonable
degree of ballistics certainty would seriously mislead the jury… ballistics
opinions may be stated in terms of more likely than not but nothing more”.
(Statements such as “reasonable degree of ballistic certainty” and “more
likely than not” imply a statistical meaning (the latter implying the balance
of probabilities). However, unless the empirical data is there to support such
statements, they remain just that – statements which are not tethered to
any empirical reality.)
• United States v Monteiro 407 F.Supp 2d 351 (D.Mass. 2006). The
court said that “The AFTE theory upon which the Government relies, is
tautological. It requires each examiner to decide when there is ‘sufficient
agreement’ of tool marks to constitute an identification… This threshold is
surpassed when the examiner finds that the agreement of tool marks exceeds
the best agreement demonstrated between tool marks known to have been
produced by different tools and is consistent with agreement demonstrated
by tool marks known to have been produced by the same tool… Tool mark
analysis does not follow an objective standard by requiring say a certain
percentage of marks to match rather as noted, this threshold is currently
held in the mind’s eye of the examiner and is based largely on training
and experience… Until the basis for the identification is described in such
a way that the procedure performed by [the examiner] is reproducible
and verifiable (emphasis added), it is inadmissible under Rule 702”.
• United States v St. Gerrard (US Army Trial Judiciary. 5th Judicial
Circuit, Germany) (7 June 2010). The court stated that “Considering
the Daubert factors in light of Mrs Sevigny’s anticipated testimony, the
Court finds that any testimony indicating that the shell casing must have
come from the AK47 would be unreliable. While it is clear that Mrs
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Sevigny has training and expertise in identifying tool marks that would
undoubtedly assist the trier of fact in this case, the subjective nature of the
process, lack of quantitative standards, and limited scope of foundational
testing do not demonstrate the scientific principles necessary to establish
the origin of the marks with any specific amount of certainty”.
• United States v Taylor (663 F Supp. 2d 1170, 1180) (D.N.M. 2009).
The court ruled that “Because of the limitations on the reliability of
firearm identification evidence… Mr Nichols will not be permitted to
testify that his methodology allows him to reach this conclusion as a matter
of scientific certainty. Mr. Nichols also will not be allowed to testify that
he can conclude that there is a match to the exclusion, either practical or
absolute, of all other firearms. He may only testify that, in his opinion. the
bullet came from the suspect rifle to within a reasonable degree of certainty
in the firearms examination field”.
• United States v Willock (696 F. Supp. 2d 536, 546) (D. Md. 2010). The
court held that “Sgt Ensor shall not opine that it is a ‘practical impossibility’
for a firearm to have fired the cartridges other than the common ‘unknown
firearm’ to which Sgt Ensor attributes the cartridges. Sgt Ensor shall state
his opinions and conclusions without any characterisation as to the degree
of certainty with which he holds them”.
• The case against Rickey Ross (Los Angeles, California). The head
of firearm identification made a positive identification. The defence
expert reached the opposite conclusion and two independent experts
opined that there was insufficient evidence to reach any conclusion.
(Giannelli and the Los Angeles Times)
In Conclusion
Real-life courtroom experiences provide ample evidence of the subjectivity
of, and the opportunity for bias in, the practice of ballistic fingerprinting.
Los Angeles Deputy District Attorney, William Hodgman summed up the
situation when he said, after the Rickey Ross case, that “firearms examination
is at times more art than science”.
The scientific inappropriateness of ballistic fingerprinting testimony was
aptly captured by District of Columbia Court of Appeals Judge Catharine
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Easterly. In her concurring opinion in United States v Williams, a case in
which an examiner testified that markings on certain bullets were unique to
a firearm recovered from a defendant’s apartment, she said that “As matters
currently stand, a certainty statement regarding tool mark pattern matching
has the same probative value as the vision of a psychic: it reflects nothing more
than the individual’s foundationless faith in whatever he believes to be true.
This is not evidence on which we can in good conscience rely, particularly in
criminal cases, where we demand proof – real proof – beyond a reasonable
doubt, precisely because the stakes are so high.”
The National Research Council’s report states that “extensive basic research
on the uniqueness and reproducibility of firearm-related tool marks would
have to be done if the basic premise of firearm identification is to be put on a
more solid scientific footing” and “Conclusions drawn in firearm identification
should not be made to imply the presence of a firm statistical basis when none
has been demonstrated”.
The Council also stated that “Underlying the specific tasks with which the
committee was charged is the question of whether firearms-related tool marks
are unique, that is whether a particular set of tool marks can be shown to
come from one firearm to the exclusion of all others. Very early in its work,
the committee found that this question cannot now be definitely answered”.
Thornton and Peterson note that “Since the basis of all forensic identification
is probability theory, examiners can never really assert a conclusion of an
‘ identification to the exclusion of all others in the world’ but at best can assert
a very small (objective or subjective} probability of a co-incidental match”.
The deeper question of whether ballistic markings are, in reality, of a
permanent and unchanging nature, as is detailed by the theoretical and
research evidence presented in the previous chapters, is a further concern.
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Chapter Four
Inherent Flawed Nature of a National Ballistic Imaging
Database

Nature of a National Ballistic Imaging Database
For the purposes of this investigation, I make the following distinctions
between a general database which collects criminal ballistic data only and
a national ballistic imaging database which collects ballistic data on all
firearms, be they legal or illegal. The former is not problematic whereas
the latter is extremely problematic.
The Integrated Ballistics Identification System (IBIS) is the leading automated
firearm identification system and is manufactured by Forensic Technology
of Montreal, Canada. At present, IBIS is also the only relevant technology
available. However, a report commissioned by the California Attorney
General and researched by Frederic A Tulleners, the Laboratory Director at
the California Bureau of Forensic Services, notes that “IBIS has not been designed
for operating with large databases such as the ballistic fingerprint database”.
This is the system used by the United States of America (USA), Interpol
and a number of other countries, including South Africa. The IBIS systems
used by the United States and South Africa, and by Interpol, are presently
only used to collect and collate ballistic images of evidence retrieved from
a crime scene and from defendants awaiting trial. (BATFE Audit Report
June 2005 and Interpol IBISTRAXhd3d brochure)
A general ballistic imaging database collects ballistic images of fired bullets and
discharged cartridge cases, together with information on the firearm which fired/
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ejected them as well as all firearms which possibly could have fired/ejected them.
In theory, when fired bullets and/or discharged cartridge cases are recovered from a
crime scene, images can be made of them and the general ballistic imaging database
can then be used to identify the firearm from which they were discharged or ejected.
If the database is a national, not a general, ballistic imaging database, then this is
problematic as research and court cases in the United States of America (USA) and,
also, research in England and in The Netherlands have proved. In addition, the
database would only lead investigators back to the last legal owner of the firearm.
Proficiency Testing for Firearm Examiners
Firearm and tool mark examiners have failed to develop objective rules for
distinguishing between subclass and individual characteristics. They claim
to be able to do so based on personal familiarity and a mind’s eye vision.
This is, unfortunately, highly subjective and is in no way in accordance
with any scientific protocol. It relies on the memory of the examiner over
many years, and on his ability to recall accurately.
It is interesting that test takers in a recent ballistic fingerprinting proficiency
test invoked their laboratory policy to the effect that identification of a
sample cannot be made unless the actual firearm is examined. This was
to eliminate the possibility of subclass characteristic mismatches. (Swartz)
In instances where proficiency tests for firearm and tool mark examiners
have been conducted, the error rates have been given as:Error Rate Source
Bradford, Lowell. 1979. Forensic Firearm Identification
2.3%
Competence or Incompetence. AFTE Journal Vol 2, April.
Thornton, JI. 1979. Nationwide Crime Laboratory
3.8%
Proficiency Project. AFTE Journal 11 (2). 23.
Jonakait, Randolf. 1991. Clearly in Error. Harvard
9.1%
Journal Law and Technology Vol 4, page 111.
Michigan State Police, Forensic Science Division. 2008.
10%
Detroit Police Department Firearms Unit Preliminary
Audit Findings as of September 23, 2008.
Bradford, Lowell. 1979. Unacceptable Results. AFTE
28%
Journal Vol 2, April. Page 15.
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This is despite the flawed manner in which both the proficiency and
validation studies were conducted. These are:•
•
•
•

Very often they did not mirror actual case work.
They were usually neither blind nor double blind.
Inconclusive results were not included.
These proficiency tests were evaluated as laughably easy by Scotland
Yard.
• There was no control over collaboration efforts.
• All samples evaluated were in pristine condition.
• Samples were pre-screened to ensure clarity.
It would have been difficult to construct proficiency tests further removed
from reality. Effectively they fail in their objective.
In other work performed by Biasotti, the random match statistic was given
as high as twenty-one to thirty-eight percent. Further studies were done
by Miller and McLean, following on Biasotti’s work and using IBIS. They
found that, with tool marks made by the same tool, the differences may
outnumber the similarities.
Polygonally rifled barrels present additional challenges. Paul Murphy –
speaking at a recent police forensic conference – put the percentage of
matchable bullets discharged from a Glock firearm (which has a polygonally
rifled barrel) at less than ten percent. Murphy was for many years a senior
police ballistics expert in the South African Police Service (SAPS) and is
now the senior firearms advisor to Ultra Electronics. Polygonal rifling has
been available for some time and has been used in a wide range of firearms.
Currently it is widely used in handguns, including the commonly available
Glock series of firearms.
Another factor which impacts on the identification process is that some
examiners make use of the consecutively matching striations (CMS) method
as discussed in a previous chapter. This is very much a minority position.
In any event this procedure is performed subsequent to the normal pattern
matching process. Thus it invokes a high likelihood of confirmatory bias.
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The further concern is that using the CMS method alone results in fewer
identifications and, given that the overwhelming number of practitioners
in this field work for law enforcement, the pressure will militate against
using it. More concerning is the possibility that data will be manipulated
to maximise the possibility of a match.
Miller found that only five to fourteen percent of the single land impressions
on .38 Special bullets from the same revolver met the CMS identification
threshold. (Miller and Bunch)
Using IBIS, Miller showed that only a low percentage of both the two
dimensional and single dimensional land impressions from the same firearm
met the CMS identification threshold. This held true for all four firearms
which he tested. These were:Type of Firearm
Smith & Wesson
.38 Special revolver
Raven .25 ACP pistol
Lorcin .38 ACP pistol
Stallard 9 mm pistol

Two dimensional land Single dimensional
impressions
land impressions
5%

14.8%

2%
0%
2%

0%
8%
6.5%

Furthermore, Schwartz has noted that bullets of the same calibre, which
were test-fired from different firearms, were high on the IBIS list of candidate
rankings for a match.
Factors Which Degrade the Success Rate of a Ballistic Imaging Database
Eight factors are described by Kopel and Burnett. These are:Identical Markings. Initially, all firearms of the same model from the same
manufacturer will produce similar markings on the ammunition which they
fire. Firearms produced by the same production machinery, minutes apart,
will be especially similar. This means that even the best search algorithm
will develop relatively long lists of possible firearms that need to be tested
against the evidence ammunition components in question.
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Worn Barrels. Over time, wear caused by the friction of bullets traveling
down a firearm’s barrel will change the barrel’s signature. This produces
different ballistic images for bullets fired when the firearm was new and
for those fired later. A barrel’s ballistic signature often changes much more
rapidly when the barrel is new, before the barrel stabilises. Sometimes the
five thousandth bullet fired through a firearm will match the first; at other
times, consecutively fired bullets will not match. This is especially true for
firearms that fire high-powered magnum ammunition.
Cheap Firearms. Inexpensive firearms, sometimes made from softer metals,
wear more quickly.
Frequency of Cleaning. How often a firearm is cleaned affects the rate of
change in the ballistic images.
Replacement Parts. Replacing parts of the firearm may change the ballistic
image. Many firearm parts do not have identifying serial numbers, and
replacing them changes the ballistic images which the firearm produces.
For instance, it is common, especially among shooting sports competitors,
to replace a firearm’s barrel, firing pin or ejector.
Differences in Ammunition. Firing different ammunition from different
manufacturers varies the markings made on ammunition components by
the same firearm. Using frangible ammunition, which shatters into many
small pieces on impact, also defeats ballistic identification.
Reloaded Ammunition. Cartridge cases often are recycled. Empty cases which
are reloaded are less expensive than new ammunition. Many target shooters
save money by reloading their own ammunition from kits; other shooters
purchase reloaded ammunition at gunshops. Reloaded ammunition often
ends up being fired through a number of different firearms. Not only will
reloaded cartridge cases bear the impressions made by previous firearms, but
will also bear the scoring from the resizing and crimping dies used in the
reloading process. Cases may be reloaded multiple times before requiring
replacement. It is not unusual for cases to be reloaded a dozen and more
times. In addition, individual firearm owners lawfully reload ammunition
and reloaded ammunition is commercially available from manufacturers
who make use of previously fired cases.
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Ballistic markings can be deliberately varied in other ways. The markings
made on ammunition components by a barrel, ejector or firing pin can
be changed with a steel brush, nail file or a patch soaked in an abrasive.
The markings can be changed by shooting ammunition with dirt, grit
or grinding powder on it, or by polishing. Even putting toothpaste on a
cartridge before firing it may change its ballistic image.
As ballistic databases are developed, it is likely that some criminals will
change a firearm’s ballistic markings through one of the above methods.
A firearm’s ballistic image can be altered at leisure and altered repeatedly
after each crime is committed. For example, it takes about five minutes to
lightly file a firearm’s firing pin and breech face, thus making the markings
on ammunition components significantly different.
Experiments were carried out by Frederic A Tulleners using Federal Smith
& Wesson .40 calibre ammunition and 792 different Smith & Wesson
Model 4006 semi-automatic pistols:• Ballistic imagery for cartridge cases discharged from each of the 792
pistols were entered into the IBIS database.
• A second set of cartridge cases was collected from each pistol. Of these,
fifty were selected and imaged.
• The firing pin, breech face and ejector marks were examined.
• Only thirty-eight percent of the second set of samples made it into the
top fifteen computer matches.
The conclusion is that there is a significant degradation in imaging accuracy,
even when the same brand of ammunition is used, when the samples tested
came from later use of the same firearm.
A second test was conducted, using twenty-two different pistols and random
brands of ammunition. When these results were compared against the
database where only Federal ammunition was used:• Only eleven percent of these results placed the correct firearm in the top
fifteen computer matches for both breech face and firing pin images.
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• Only thirty-eight percent of these results placed the correct firearm
in the top fifteen computer matches for either breech face or firing
pin images only.
The conclusion is that there is significant further degradation in imaging
accuracy when ammunition from different manufacturers is used in the
same firearm.
This of course has important ramifications for the setting up of a national
ballistic imaging database. To increase the rate of successful matches, it is
desirable that the database will be homogenous – using data on only one
type of cartridge case and one type of bullet (preferably full metal jacket).
However, it is highly unlikely that the criminal element will consistently
use the same type of ammunition as is in the database. Criminals will
use whatever brand of ammunition is available to them. Furthermore,
ammunition used in criminal activities is sometimes produced by illicit
reloading to avoid the problems of obtaining ammunition legally.
Tulleners also found that significant changes occurred in the barrel while
the firearm was still new. This would impair comparisons of bullets
fired/cartridge cases ejected not long after the firearm’s manufacture with
bullets fired/cartridge cases ejected by the firearm later in its life. This
renders pointless the proposed practice of requiring that new firearms be
ballistically fingerprinted at their point of sale.
The results of the tests conducted by Tulleners were obtained under laboratory
conditions, and yet are not impressive. This is despite the results being
somewhat skewed by setting the criteria as being the top fifteen matches.
Generally, in real life, the top ten provide the cut-off point. Below that,
the odds of matching a cartridge case are so small that the time, effort and
resources to attempt to do so are not warranted. Furthermore, laboratory
conditions are a far cry from evidence which may have been damaged,
stood upon, driven over, corroded, impacted on a hard surface or worse.
None of these factors make the task of matching ballistic imagery easier.
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Increasing the Size of a Ballistic Imaging Database Degrades its Success
Rate
For such a database to be of any conceivable use it must contain a large amount
of data on firearms, both old and new. This data must be computer accessible.
Evidence currently available indicates that, as an IBIS database is expanded
for firearms of any given calibre, there is an increase in the similarities
between bullets known to be fired from different firearms. In 1997, Joseph
J Masson published a study finding that, as the IBIS database grew for
firearms of a particular calibre, increasing similarities were discovered in
the individual characteristics of tool marks on ammunition components
which had been fired by different firearms of that calibre. The similarities
between known non-matching tool marks were sometimes so great that,
even under a comparison microscope, it was difficult to tell them apart and
not erroneously attribute them to the same firearm.
This comes as no surprise. If tool marks are not truly random then, one would
expect an increasing chance of finding similar examples in the database as
the sample size increases. (Swartz and Masson)
Miller noted, in 2000, that these problems would be inherent in a national
ballistic imaging database as did Tulleners in 2001 and De Kinder in 2002.
So did Kopel and Burnett in 2003.
As an IBIS database is expanded, it increasingly fails to rank cases (known
to be fired from the same firearm), in the top ten to fifteen matches and the
rankings become increasingly inaccurate. (Tulleners as quoted in Swartz)
A study of ballistic fingerprinting using IBIS was performed in California.
The results thereof were severely criticised by the Bureau for Alcohol, Tobacco,
Firearms and Explosives (BATFE). This October 2001 study by the California
Bureau of Forensic Services had concluded that a ballistic imaging database
for new handguns would be unmanageably large and stated that “When
applying this technology to the concept of mass sampling of manufactured firearms,
a huge inventory of potential candidates will be generated for manual review.
This study indicates that this number of candidate cases will be so large as to
be impractical and will likely create logistic complications so great that they
cannot be effectively addressed”.
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The BATFE criticism prompted the California Attorney General, Bill
Lockyer, to commission a further, independent evaluation. The person
chosen for the task was Dr Jan de Kinder, who was head of the Ballistics
Section of the Belgian National Institute for Forensic Sciences. He concluded
that “As progressively larger numbers of similarly produced firearms are entered
into the database, images with similar signatures should be expected that would
make it more difficult to find a link. Therefore, this increase in database size
does not necessarily translate to more hits”.
He also noted that:• As the database increases in size, the results worsen significantly.
• Thirty-eight percent of the pistols which he tested did not make it into
the top fifteen matches when compared with themselves.
• Fifteen of the firearms in his database, which did not fire the particular
cartridge case being examined were closely matched with that cartridge
case.
• Using a mixture of ammunition (which is closer to real life conditions)
the results were even worse. Sixty-two percent of the correct firearms
did not make it into the top fifteen matches.
In other words, he concluded that collecting ballistic images from firearms
not involved in crime (such as all new firearms) would degrade existing
ballistic imaging forensic efforts. The existing city-based databases of crime
related ballistic images would be flooded with orders of magnitude more
images from legal firearm sales. This flood of additional data would seriously
impair the ability of the BATFE’s National Integrated Ballistic Information
Network (NIBIN) to produce “cold hits” – linking an evidence bullet or
cartridge case from a crime scene to a specific firearm. (Kopel and Burnett)
Although IBIS is a computerised system, it does not make identifications.
It only generates a short list of the candidate images in its database, which
most resemble the scanned image of the ammunition component whose
provenance is being queried. The human element then intervenes since a
firearm examiner must then make a subjective, personal, mind’s eye decision
as to whether there is a match. He does this by using a comparison microscope
to compare the ammunition component under query, with ammunition
components on the IBIS short list. Since human beings remain responsible for
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the ultimate decision, misidentifications can occur if examiners underestimate
how much similarity between tool marks is needed, to prove that the same
firearm must have fired both the test and the evidence firearm components.
Identifications can also be missed if examiners overestimate the amount of
similarity needed. (Schwartz)
In the real world, the procedure of calling a match on ammunition
components is a far cry from the imaginary world of the TV show CSI. In
that popular show, the forensic technician feeds an image of the evidence
ammunition component in question into IBIS and chats with his friends
while, in the background, IBIS checks image after image. Finally the word
“MATCH” (final unique match) appears on his computer screen and the
software makes a polite sound so as to attract the attention of its operator.
The unreality of the TV forensic ballistics procedure is interesting since
Forensic Technology, the company which developed and owns the Integrated
Ballistics Identification System (IBIS), cooperates with the producers of
CSI. The interactive exhibit, CSI: The Experience, which toured science
museums in the USA and in Canada, had involvement from both Forensic
Technology and the producers of the TV CSI shows. Further Forensic
Technology had lent a hand to the producers of CSI Miami by supplying
them with on-set IBIS equipment as well as advice on scripts which had
ballistic-themed crimes.
In Canada, the Toronto Police have complained of the negative impact
of what American courts and investigators had already dubbed the “CSI
Effect” – jurors who were convinced by the Miami and New York based
TV dramas that all forensic equipment, tests and procedures depicted on
the shows actually exist. Cases have evidently been lost since jurors did not
believe that the police detectives had not found conclusive evidence of a
crime in the manner which the TV forensic detectives did.
Richard Berk, Professor of Criminology and Statistics of the Department of
Criminology at the University of Pennsylvania, lists five key forensic science
papers in his article Can One Believe Forensic Evidence and comments that
“as the references listed make plain, much of the forensics depicted in television
programs is at best fanciful, and real life forensics are too often not much better”.
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A national ballistic imaging database uses IBIS to collect ballistic imagery
of fired bullets and discharged cartridge cases from all firearms in a country,
both legal and illegal, and stores them together with information on the
firearm which fired/ejected them. This creates a far larger database which
creates new problems, as the overall success rate of the database drops.
This is extremely problematic as the present success rates of the BATFE’s
general database (NIBIN) are already both expensive and dismal. Kopel
and Burnett’s 2003 paper titled Ballistic Imaging Not Ready for Prime
Time notes that statistics about the performance of the BATFE’s general
database (NIBIN) were released at the 2002 meeting of the Southwest
Association of Forensic Scientists, held on 06th November in Scottsdale,
Arizona. According to the statistics released, based on the data supplied
by 206 forensic laboratories:• Of a total of 166 672 bullet entries collected by the laboratories, queries
to the database had produced 264 matches. In other words, 0.16 percent
of the bullet entries were associated with a match – a confirmed link
between two different bullets or between a bullet and a firearm.
• Of a total of 351 194 cartridge case entries collected by the laboratories,
queries to the database had produced 4 395 cartridge case matchs – a
success rate of 1.25 percent.
• At a cost of about $250 000 per site for equipment – not including
operator training, system maintenance and operator hours – the 206
forensic laboratories submitting data for querying had spent about
$51 500 000 for equipment acquisition. Thus the equipment costs
alone had amounted to about $12 000 for a cartridge case match and
about $195 000 for a bullet match.
• No data were released on the number of matches that led to solving a
crime, making an arrest or mounting a prosecution. However, for the
last quarter of 2002, BATFE statistics showed that their NIBIN database
had reported a grand total of ten cases in which NIBIN was used to
provide evidence against a particular criminal or to alert investigators
that a single perpetrator might have committed two or more crimes.
The states of Maryland and New York in the USA instituted ballistic imaging
databases for all firearms, both legal and illegal, in their respective states.
The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (BATFE) refused
to enter any ballistic data collected by these two states into their National
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Integrated Ballistic Information Network (NIBIN), which was already in
use. The BATFE only collect ballistic data of evidence retrieved from a crime
scene and that which is obtained from firearms seized from defendants
awaiting trial.
The results of these two experiments in these two states were dismal. In a
September 2004 report, the Maryland State Police (MSP) questioned the
cost effectiveness of their IBIS system. The MSP’s Forensic Sciences Division
stated that the system had not identified any matches at all, even though
it had been in operation for the four years since 2000 at a cumulative cost
of almost US$ 2 600 000. The database had managed to help identify two
stolen handguns. The MSP recommended that the program be suspended.
A BATFE audit report stated that the New York Combined Ballistic
Identification System (COBIS) system had not identified any matches at
all, although the system’s annual running costs were about US$ 4 000 000.
Altogether New York had collected ballistic data on 209 239 new civilian
pistols and revolvers which had been sold in that state, the results generated
from their system had not led to a single criminal prosecution during the
seven years of its existence between 2001 and 2008. It goes without saying
that the vast majority of crimes involving firearms are committed with
illegal firearms.
Further, should a database which includes ballistic images of legal civilian
firearms be capable of validly making a match, this would in any event
only take the police back to the last legal owner of the firearm. Generally
speaking, legal firearm owners are low on the list of suspects in anonymous
shootings, hijackings and armed robberies. In shooting incidents which
do involve legal firearm owners, the question of identification is seldom
an issue. Thus, the major function of an IBIS database is only to trawl for
data on illegal firearms.
Problems with Evidence Collected from a Crime Scene
There are practical difficulties in implementing a system of ballistic imaging
database capture. The first consideration is that not all bullets are able to
provide useful forensic information. Shotguns are a case in point. Shotgun
projectiles are not matchable. Another is that many firearms, such as revolvers
and some double barrelled shotguns, do not automatically eject cases when
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discharged. Yet both rank high on the list of the most commonly available
firearms.
Such markings as may be present on bullets and spent cartridge cases gathered
from a crime scene, cannot be guaranteed to match the markings made
on bullets and spent cartridge cases discharged from the relevant firearm
earlier or later in its life. The literature is clear on this – these markings
are not guaranteed to be permanent throughout the life of the firearm.
Significant changes have been noted in the markings on the first few bullets
discharged from a firearm, when compared to bullets discharged from that
firearm later in its life. Moreover, as discussed in the chapter of this book
titled Testing the Theory Through Practical Investigation, simple tools such
as emery paper may be used to easily alter the marking characteristics of
a particular firearm.
Not every bullet involved in a crime will be recovered from the crime scene.
Only bullets removed from bodies will be likely to produce enough ballistic
evidence for matching. Frangible bullets, usually intentionally designed as
such and commonly available, will distort/fragment on impact and will
present their own problems. Bullets which strike hard surfaces will be so
damaged as to make valid comparisons difficult if not impossible. Even
in the case of pristine bullets and cartridge cases, matching is not always
possible.
Furthermore, in many criminal cases involving the use of a firearm, the
identity of the shooter is known. An example would be most cases of domestic
violence. The use of the database would be confined to unknown shooters,
using firearms which produce suitable evidence, where the evidence can
be found undamaged or at all. Of this subset, not all the exhibits will be
susceptible to matching.
Logistics of Setting Up and Utilising a National Ballistic Imaging
Database
The logistics of retrieving all legal firearms in the country, firing them and
retaining the bullets and cartridge cases in a referenceable form must be
examined. Quite how this will be done and where it will be done in South
Africa are of some concern. Further questions also arise of how these firearms
would subsequently be returned to their owners and how that would be
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done without firearms being lost or damaged. Many firearms in private
hands are worth significant amounts of money; some are irreplaceable
and of inestimable heritage value. For many older firearms ammunition is
no longer available, or the firearm and ammunition are of such a vintage
or state that they can no longer be safely fired. Yet other old and valuable
firearms are incomplete as to all their components.
Lastly, the consequences of depriving people of their firearms for a significant
period of time need to be examined. Many private firearms are used for
business purposes, so as to earn a living. Furthermore, a large number of
the firearms in private hands are self-defence firearms. These individuals
and their families would be defenceless for a period of time.
The minimum requirement for this exercise is a ballistics tank, which is
an expensive item. These are, at present, only to found in the major police
laboratories. Should it be decided to retrieve and capture ballistic imagery
for every legal firearm in the country, the logistics of completing the exercise
using only the few existing ballistics tanks in South Africa would be almost
insurmountable.
In Conclusion
Research conducted over a considerable length of time (1935–2017) by a
wide range of qualified legal, scientific and forensic specialists, as well as
the dismal success rates resulting from the few attempts to set up and run a
national ballistic imaging database, show that such an exercise would be a
waste of the considerable manpower and money which are required to make
such an attempt. Such resources are far better employed by committing
them to other crime fighting measures.
De Kinder, Tulleners and Thiebaut concluded in 2004 that “a reference
ballistic imaging database of new firearms is currently fraught with too many
difficulties to be an effective and efficient law enforcement tool”.
The National Center for Policy Analysis in the USA noted that “mass
sampling of manufactured firearms would create a huge inventory of potential
candidates and this would produce logistical complications which could not
be effectively addressed” and concluded that “ballistic imaging is not ready
for prime time”.
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The consequences for an individual, should his firearm be mistakenly
“matched” to ammunition components from a crime scene, are dire.
This is especially so when the highly subjective nature of the “match”,
and the significant possibility of it being a false match, are taken into
consideration. Most individuals would not be in a position to adequately
challenge the finding, for reasons of personal ignorance in the field of
ballistic fingerprinting, the cost of hiring experts and the lack of private
sector experts. These issues would preclude the viability of adequate court
challenges, and thus the potential for miscarriages of justice would be
multiplied.
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Chapter Five
Testing the Theory Through Practical Investigation

Overview
This investigation sets out to determine the practicability of setting up a
national ballistic imaging database for firearm identification. It also attempts
to determine whether or not the markings on fired bullets and ejected
cartridge cases change over time.
The theory behind this project relies on the notion that each firearm indelibly
marks both the bullet and the cartridge case during the firing process. It
furthermore relies on the premise that these markings remain constant and
unchanged during the life of the firearm.
To this end, I examined the ejected cartridge cases and discharged bullets
from seven firearms. These were:Firearm
Glock M17 Gen 4 Pistol
Glock M17 Gen 3 Pistol
Glock Model 23 Pistol
CZ 75B Pistol
Star PD Pistol
Taurus PT609 13-SH Stainless Steel
Taurus PT609 13-SH Stainless Steel

Calibre
9x19 mm
9x19 mm
.40 S&W
9x19 mm
.45 ACP
9x19 mm
9x19 mm

Serial Number
XFM566
WVY806
ALA699
B493007
1590911
TFP74920
TFP74921
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I used ammunition from a number of different manufacturers. These
included:Brand
PMP
Federal
Diplopoint
Fiocci
Mag-Tech
Hornady
Top Defence
Winchester
Sellier & Bellot (S&B)
It was decided early in the project to use jacketed ammunition, as the damage
done to hollow-point bullets was significant even in water.
I performed the experiment by:• Firing the bullets into a ballistics water tank 3.4 metres high, with a
minimum water depth of three metres.
• Recovering fired bullets by means of a double valve system at the
bottom of the tank.
• Catching the cartridge cases using a specially made catcher.
• Numbering and collecting each set of cartridge cases in batches of
fifteen to twenty and then storing them in labelled plastic bags in
specially constructed trays.
• Examining the exhibits under a Leitz comparison microscope and
photographing them using a Carl Zeiss digital camera.
• Performing the fieldwork over eight months. This was because of time
constraints at the shooting range. Because of the elevated shooting
platform the range had to be specially booked in order to conduct the tests.
• Cleaning the Star PD .45 ACP pistol at the termination of the field
work with a 250 grit emery paper, an abrasive such as might be used
to remove rust spots in the field. This entailed applying twenty passes
through the barrel and twenty strokes across the breech face.
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Objective of the investigation
The objective was to answer three questions:• Do the microscopic striations on a firearm remain static during repeated
firings?
• Does the brand of ammunition affect the microscopic striations?
• Can microscopic striations be altered using simple, easily available
methods?

Water-filled ballistics water tank
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Double valve recovery system at the bottom of the ballistics tank

Specially made catcher used to retrieve cartridge cases.
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Cartridge cases were numbered and collected into labelled plastic bags in
specially constructed trays.
Results of the Investigation
The results of this practical investigation were as follows:Question 1. Do the microscopic striations remain static during repeated
firings?
A perusal of the literature gives a variety of answers. In general, the BATFE
and the AFTE maintain that the striations persist after many thousands of
rounds have been fired through the firearm. However, enough research has
been done to offer ample evidence that, with the first few shots fired (number
variable depending on the firearm and the ammunition), the striations
change as the firearm’s barrel beds in. There is also ample research evidence
showing that a variety of other factors can cause the striations to change.
If the first few results from my investigation showed striation results which
were not later repeated, then this part of the project was not – in my view
– worth pursuing further. Listing the results, firearm by firearm, I found:Glock 23 Pistol .40 S&W
On the Glock Model 23 Pistol .40 S&W, there was still good correspondence
after 280 shots. See photograph seventeen.
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Taurus PT609 PRO pistols serial numbers TFP74920 and TFP74921
Photograph fifteen shows the good correspondence of the striations for the
first twenty shots fired from one of the Taurus pistols.
Photograph sixteen shows that, with one of the Taurus pistols, there is
already some degradation of the striations in shots 171–190. This may not
be sufficient to prevent identification, but is likely to affect the rankings on
the IBIS system. Thus, IBIS may not even offer this “match” to the forensic
technician as a candidate for consideration as a possible match.
The subject of IBIS “matches” has been discussed in the previous chapter,
but one point on that subject bears repeating. The forensic ballistic imaging
comparisons will be done using candidates for “matches”, which are offered
by IBIS. Any differences in the striations will have the effect of IBIS lowering
the ranking of that bullet or cartridge case as a possible match. Once the
ranking drops below number ten, the time and effort is usually so great,
and the success rate so low, that most law enforcement agencies do not do
visual comparisons on any candidate beyond ten on the ranking.
It can be seen, in photograph eighteen, that the slip mark on the firing
pin indentation has become significantly different during the course of
the tests. Also, in comparing striations on the base of the cartridges, it is
quite obvious that, while some correspondence occurs, there are significant
differences (see photograph nineteen).
These differences could, in my view, be mistaken for different class
characteristics – if it was not for the fact that the same firearm produced
both sets of striations. This effect would compromise the IBIS search.
In setting the parameters for the search criteria, one must take class
characteristics into account, so as to eliminate the addition of impossible
choices to the IBIS candidate match list. In this, the work of Biasotti
must be borne in mind. He found up to thirty-eight percent of striations
which he was examining matched by chance alone, and that the samples in
question had actually been fired from different firearms. Thus, the boundary
parameters of an IBIS search must take this into account.
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If the boundary parameters of the IBIS algorithm are set too narrowly, then
cases such as this example will be excluded.
Photograph twenty shows two cases which came from rounds which were
fired consecutively. Note the significant differences in shape of the righthand side of the striations. Note also that the matching striations differ.
This example was from the best possible situation, where both cases were
from the same batch and date of manufacture.
Photograph twenty-one shows the same markings juxtaposed. Again,
although there are marked similarities there are also marked differences.
Question 2. Does the brand of ammunition affect the microscopic
striations?
The effect on the markings left on ejected cartridge cases, which results
from using different brands of ammunition from different manufacturers,
has been commented on in the previous chapters. If comparisons have to be
made of cartridge cases produced by different brands of ammunition, the
existing research shows that the ability of IBIS to identify similar striations
drops significantly. During the course of this investigation, I was able to
confirm this.
The spent cartridge cases from a crime scene would not be brand-uniform
in anywhere near the same degree as those under which my tests were
conducted. To mimic real life, the reference samples in an IBIS database
would have to accommodate all the different brands of ammunition, the
aging of the ammunition and any manufacturing changes which have been
made from batch to batch. This is practically impossible.
Therefore, with crime scene ballistic evidence, the make, batch and age of
the ammunition in question would likely be different from that in the IBIS
database. In a real world scenario where an unknown shooter is involved in
a crime scene, it is unlikely that the crime scene ballistic evidence would be
from the same date/batch/manufacturer as those samples in the IBIS database.
This immediately downgrades the IBIS ability to identify the cartridge case
to a significant degree. Again, if the parameters of the IBIS search algorithm
are set too loose, it would produce a plethora of false candidate matches.
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On the other hand, the boundary parameters are set too narrowly, then
possible matches between the evidence and samples drawn from different
brands/batches/ages would be excluded.
Photograph twenty-two shows a Sellier & Bellot (S&B) cartridge case
compared with a Fiocci case (Fiocci case on the right). Despite both cases
having been ejected from the same firearm (not sequentially), the differences
are obvious. Not only is the shape on the slip mark adjacent to the firing
pin indentation different between the two cases but the striations on the
upper right-hand side are also qualitatively and quantitatively different.
In order for IBIS to capture these two images as being cartridge cases fired
from the same firearm, the search boundaries would need to be wide. This
again would capture a significant number of false positive matches.
Photograph twenty-three shows another comparison between the S&B and
Fiocci cartridge cases. Here a whole group of striations is missing.
Photograph twenty-four is another example of a significant difference when
cases from two different brands of ammunition, ejected from the same
firearm, are compared. In this photograph, there are markings on the S&B
cartridge case which are absent from the Top Defence case.
Question 3. Can microscopic striations be altered using simple easily
available methods?
The Star PD .45 ACP pistol was used to fire four rounds, sourced from
three different ammunition manufacturers.
The firearm was then field-stripped and cleaned. A jag covered in a short
piece of Norton 250 grit emery paper was passed through the barrel twenty
times. The breech face was similarly treated. This procedure was carried out
under the supervision of a qualified gunsmith. This action is no different
from a normal attempt to remove rust from a neglected firearm. Further
rounds were then fired.
The results are shown in photograph twenty-five. A plethora of new striations
are created by this action. Similar effects could be seen on the fired bullet.
Photograph twenty-six shows the same effect.
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Thus, it can be easily demonstrated that a simple procedure can significantly
alter the striations on ammunition discharged from a firearm.
I then repeated the exercise, using only ammunition from the one manufacturer.
Photographs twenty-seven to thirty on the following pages show the photomicrographs of the cartridge cases (photographs twenty-seven and twentyeight) and bullets (photographs twenty-nine and thirty) before and after the
firearm was treated with the emery paper. I have included only one cartridge
case and one bullet, both before and after, to eliminate the differences in
microscopic striations, which as previously noted are found when ammunition
from different manufacturers is used.

Good correspondence of the striations for the first twenty shots fired from
one of the Taurus pistols. (Photograph fifteen)
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Already some degradation of the striations in shots 171–190 with one of the
Taurus pistols. (Photograph sixteen)

Glock Model 23 Pistol .40 S&W. Good correspondence after 280 shots.
(Photograph seventeen)
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Taurus pistols. The slip mark on the firing pin indentation shows significant
changes. (Photograph eighteen)

Taurus pistols. There are significant differences on the base of the cartridges.
(Photograph nineteen)
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Taurus pistols. Two cases from rounds fired consecutively. Note the significant
differences in shape of the right-hand side of the striations. Note that the
matching striations differ. Note also that this example was from the best
possible situation, where both cases were from the same batch and date of
manufacture. (Photograph twenty)

Taurus pistols. The same markings, as in photograph twenty, juxtaposed.
Again, although there are marked similarities, there are also marked
differences. (Photograph twenty-one)
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Sellier & Bellot (S&B) cartridge case compared with a Fiocci case (Fiocci
case on the right). Despite both cases having been ejected from the same
firearm, the differences are obvious. (Photograph twenty-two)

Another comparison between the S&B and Fiocci cartridge cases. A whole
group of striations is missing. (Photograph twenty-three)
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The markings on this S&B cartridge case are absent from the Top Defence
case despite the fact that they were both ejected from the same firearm.
(Photograph twenty-four)

Application of the emery paper created a plethora of new striations.
(Photograph twenty-five)
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Application of the emery paper created a plethora of new striations.
(Photograph twenty-six)

Cartridge case. Photo-micrograph of microscopic striations before emery
paper exercise. (Photograph twenty-seven)
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Cartridge case. Photo-micrograph of microscopic striations after emery paper
exercise. (Photograph twenty-eight)

Bullet. Photo-micrograph of microscopic striations before emery paper exercise.
(Photograph twenty-nine)
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Bullet. Photo-micrograph of microscopic striations after emery paper exercise.
(Photograph thirty)
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Chapter Six
Consultations with Foreign Forensic Scientists

Background
As described in the previous chapters, I thoroughly reviewed the existing
research on the subject of ballistic fingerprinting and then tested that research
against practical investigation of my own. I then travelled to Europe to
consult on the subject with forensic scientists in The Netherlands and in
the United Kingdom. I met with one forensic scientist in The Netherlands
and two in the United Kingdom. The relevant portions of the verbatim
transcripts of those consultations are reproduced in this chapter.
Rob Hermsen, Team Manager Weapons at the Nederlands Forensisch
Instituut (NFI) (one of the world’s leading forensic laboratories), The
Netherlands
The relevant portions of the consultation are:Regarding the ammunition dependency of the markings on ejected
cartridge cases and fired bullets
RH
Ja, that is actually a well-known situation. You have to fire different
brands to see the variability of the markings… and it really
depends on your ammunition.
DJK

But if you have a database of course that’s not possible.

RH

That’s a problem.
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DJK

The purpose of our proposed database is to pick up a cartridge
case at the scene of a crime and run it through the database and
say, “Ah, it belongs to Rob.”

RH

You don’t solve that problem with a database… I don’t think
that there are a lot of people who really believe in such a setup
because the firearms are always or often stolen so you won’t find
the perpetrator himself.

Regarding the registration of all legal firearms
RH
This topic comes up every now and then, roughly every five
years… then I always come up with this kind of argument… It
is a waste of time, an awful lot of time to make this happen…
and then if you look at what you get from it, it doesn’t make
sense at all.
Regarding the subjective process of declaring a match
DJK
I suppose this is a rude question. I have a little difficulty with
the AFTE definition of a match.
RH

Ja, me too.

Regarding the size of the database
RH
If the database is getting bigger and bigger, you increase the
chance of finding a random hit but we all know if we look at
the technology, the bigger your database, the less your results
will be.
DJK

You are in fact looking for the same size needle in a bigger
haystack.

RH

Ja.

Regarding the setting up of a National Ballistic Imaging Database
RH
You create a problem when you look at the results and then you
look at your efficiency… If I have a big pot of money and time
and what is the best investment for that, I wouldn’t think of
such a database.
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Dr Rachel Bolton-King, Lecturer in Criminal Justice and Forensic
Science at the University of Staffordshire, United Kingdom
The relevant portions of the consultation are:The markings on cartridge cases and their dependency on the brand
of ammunition
DJK
I found that the markings on cartridge cases were ammunition
dependent. Has that been your experience?
RBK

Yes, and the construction of the cartridge case in terms of
the elements that the materials are made of definitely has an
impact on how transferable the impression marks might be
and therefore how identifiable they might be. It also depends
on how that cartridge seats in the actual chamber itself and
the variability of the ammunition manufacturing process as to
how consistent they manufacture their cartridges. A lot of the
cartridges are manufactured within a very small tolerance in
terms of their dimensions though where I have seen differences
is in propellant modes within a batch or a box of ammunition
which will understandably have a greater effect on the energy
that’s produced and the way in which those cartridges burn. How
that energy is dissipated within the cartridge and how consistent
that is because clearly when they are, when the propellant burns,
you’re going to generate a lot of heat, a lot of pressure and that
expands your cartridge case. You will also see therefore, because
of that material combination, some of your cartridges will shrink
back. Brass is very good, to be clear, at shrinking back to its
original size so it can be reloaded whereas things like aluminium
and steel can’t. Therefore, you may get differences in the tool
marks that are transferred because of that.

DJK

I have found that depending on ammunition, I get some lines
which correspond and some lines that do not. Has that been
your experience?

RBK

Yeah, definitely.
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Markings left by firearm magazines add to the variations
RBK
So depending on that movement and the consistency of that
movement. One of my Ph.D researchers is looking at consistency
of magazine marks, magazine lip marks because what he’s
observing in casework has been slightly different to what he’s
observing from his research perspective. So in casework you might
have seen the certain magazines are generating quite reproducible
marks but then he’s selected another magazine that’s still made
by the same people for the same specifications but that one isn’t
as good. So even, depending on that history of that firearm will
also have an impact on how reproducible those marks might be
even within the same ammunition that’s used. So if you’ve got
something that’s more worn, more and more used whether that
was because it’s had more discharges or it’s just not been kept
very well, then that may also have an impact on the variability
of the marks that are transferred onto that ammunition.
The manufacturer also plays a part
DJK
Different manufacturers would produce different marks and
different longevity of those marks.
RBK

Definitely.

Fired bullets and the effects of barrel manufacture on markings
RBK
The striations that you see on a fired bullet for example…
they’re not impressions, they’re striations. So you will get
additional...striations on the surface of the fired bullets that
you won’t necessarily see if you take a cast of the inside of the
barrel.
DJK

What creates the additional impressions?

RBK

Things like the wear from the barrel surface, parts of the
ammunition itself that are changing, the grain structure of
your bullet surface material. There are a number of factors. You
wouldn’t be able to necessarily say exactly what is causing it.
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It also depends on how the barrel is formed. How the rifling
is cut or possibly formed by high pressure. The metal changes
depending on the type of barrel, cut or pressure formed.
It also depends on semi-automatic or automatic mode of fire
which may influence how rapidly the barrel wear might occur.
I’m not saying that that is going to happen all the time but in
my opinion, you would need to do those kind of studies to have
more information for a particular ammunition manufacturer
combination as to at what point can you… reliably identify
the first bullet that was fired out of that barrel versus the last
bullet that fired out of that barrel over the lifetime of that
particular barrel and there are numerous factors that are going
to influence that… Each of those factors may have only a small
influence or they may have a much bigger influence and those
investigations… have been done for particular makes of firearm
but not for everything… We know of examples where you have
ten thousand rounds that are fired and you can link the first to
the last but then you’ve also got cases with the lower quality,
cheaper firearms where their components aren’t built to resist
wear as much because… their manufacture methods are cheaper,
where you may only have changes after fifty or a hundred or a
hundred and fifty.
DJK

I found consistency from a Glock whereas the 9x19 mm Taurus
changed significantly. Does that surprise you?

RBK

No, because of the different mode of manufacture – broach cut
or hammer forged.

Regarding the setting up of a National Ballistic Imaging Database
DJK
Do you have a database registry in the UK?
RBK

No, we have the capability but we don’t have one.

DJK

Why?
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RBK

I think it is because most of the firearms used in crime are not
legally held.

Dr John Bond, Senior Lecturer in Criminology at Leicester University,
United Kingdom
The relevant portions of the consultation are:Ballistic markings change over time
DJK
CSI [the TV show] would have you believe that you can irrevocably
link a bullet to the firearm which fired it or the cartridge case to
the firearm that fired it. It’s been, it’s been a notion which has
been developed in South Africa that it’s a good idea to take in
all privately owned weapons, ballistically fingerprint them, keep
those brass and bullets linked to the serial number of the guns
so when they find a cartridge case it’s going to enable them to
go straight back to the gun owner and ask a few rude questions.
JB

…the impressions, you know, they change over time as the gun
wears.

DJK

So, but if you’ve got, if you’ve got a database, let’s for example
think of the following proposition. You take every new weapon
that comes out. Well, there’s, there’s, there’s quite a lot of work
now showing that those new weapons mutate quite quickly in
the first twenty, thirty, forty rounds… So what the picture you
get from the first shots fired in the factory… is not the same as
the picture you might get a hundred shots down the line.

JB

Yeah. It, it sounds to me a little bit like let’s have a national
footwear database so put on the mark from a crime scene and we
expect that to always match the shoe if we find it in six months
or two years’ time.
…

DJK
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[Note. Dr Louise Robbins, an anthropology professor at the University of North
Carolina, set herself up as a self-proclaimed forensic specialist in footwear
despite having had no formal forensic training. Robbins’ untested method of
identification, a process she called “wear pattern analysis”, was based on her
theory that no two people have the same shaped feet, or walk in exactly the
same way. According to her, this “unique” feature reveals itself inside the shoes
people wear, and in the prints or impressions they leave behind.
One of her many critics, Russell H. Tuttle, a Professor of Anthropology at the
University of Chicago reviewed her book and said “Robbins’s Footprints
will stand as a classic example of a reasonable idea transmogrified into a
pseudoscience. This is shocking because… Robbins’s courtroom testimony
has weighed heavily in cases where the extended incarceration or the
execution of the accused hung in the balance… The data and analyses
that do appear [in her book] lead me to urge that proper peer review be
conducted immediately… she falls into the trap of mindless empiricism,
wherein a seeming myriad of traits are enumerated and measured without
clearly demonstrating what they mean”.]
JB

We tend to not put a great of store by what we hear about forensic
science in the States.

Feasibility of a ballistic imaging database of all legal firearms
DJK
The Americans tried to do it (set up a ballistic imaging database
of all legal firearms) in Maryland and New York. Failed. Rachel
Bolton-King tells me they’re doing it in the Philippines but I’d
want to see the results before I believe that it’s successful.
JB

It, it does sound to me like the opportunities to actually abuse
it and to, make statements that are not scientifically justifiable
be so easy that would have a jury thinking, well, you know, it
[the markings] never changes.
…

DJK

I really would like to start collaborating with you because I think
an important part of making the system right again is to start
to educate, number one the, the legal profession to ask the right
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questions and two, to start educating the fact finders to equally
not accept things on face value.
JB

I think so. That’s very important. Yeah.

In Conclusion
The net result of my trip to meet members of the forensic community in
The Netherlands and the United Kingdom is that the notion of setting up
a national ballistic imaging database in those countries has been mooted.
However, on consideration, it was appreciated that it could never work as:• The variables are too great.
• The basic work on pattern matching falls short of the requirements
necessary for it to pass scientific muster.
• The possibility of false matches multiplies with the size of the database.
• The cost/benefit ratio is exceptionally high.
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Chapter Seven
Final Conclusions and Further Research Avenues

Final Conclusions
It is clear that the markings made on cartridge cases and bullets, by
firearms, show some variation as the firearm ages. The fact that there are
no objective criteria for calling a match with a crime scene sample, causes
further problems.
With regard to the establishment of a national ballistic imaging database
(and the fingerprinting of all civilian firearms which this would require),
it would seem to be a futile exercise. The markings which a new firearm
makes on fired ammunition components are known to change during its
initial period of use, while the firearm beds down as it were. Further, the
markings which a firearm makes on fired ammunition components are
known to change over the period of its useful life.
There are no data of which I am aware concerning the statistics of “time
to crime.” In other words, what length of time transpires during the life
of a firearm before it is involved in a crime. This is important because not
all firearms will be maintained in the same way. Corrosion is a common
feature, particularly with older firearms which have had corrosive primer
and propellants fired through them. The standard of maintenance of any
particular firearm varies from firearm to firearm and owner to owner. The
presence of corrosion is a known factor which changes markings.
It is reasonably unlikely that the criminals will be using ammunition of
the same manufacture as the samples which will or might be held in the
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IBIS database. A firearm makes different markings on different brands of
ammunition. This too will erode the ability of the software to recognise the
candidates in its database which are not false matches. It is also known that
there are illicit reloading operations in the criminal community, serving a
group who cannot purchase ammunition freely or legally. Since reloaded
cartridge cases bear markings made by the firearm which it was previously
used in, this too will create a problem when trying to match up a firearm
to a crime.
Normal cleaning – using appropriate nitro solvent, and a good scrubbing
with a phosphor bronze brush – do not significantly alter the striations on
discharged ammunition, but an application of emery paper to the firearm
has a marked effect on those striations.
When any degradation of the markings takes place, so too will the ranking
of the evidence cartridge case or bullet’s ranking as an IBIS candidate
for a match. There is a fine balance which has to be achieved when the
parameters for a candidate search are set up in IBIS. If these parameters
are set too loosely, then a large number of false candidates will be presented
by IBIS (false positives). This will increase the forensic laboratory workload
significantly, and will make the task of trying to identify a match amongst
the candidates far more difficult. On the other hand, if the parameters are
set too closely, then a significant number of possible candidates for a match
will be missed (false negatives).
The evidence from several studies has shown the negative effect of enlarging
the database by adding non-crime-related firearms. Research and practical
examples have shown that the larger an IBIS database becomes, the less
efficient it becomes. The downgrading of the IBIS success rate, when this is
done, has been noted, and has been commented on in the previous chapters.
It is of more than passing interest that similar projects have already failed
in New York and in Maryland. With both projects the cost was exorbitant
and the results were dismal. In addition, resources to finance these projects
were taken away from conventional community policing, with concomitant
negative results. California decided to not even proceed with such a project.
There is some volatility as regards the markings on ejected cartridge cases
and discharged bullets. The ammunition source plays a significant role in
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the retention of striations. With criminal evidence samples, the forensic
firearm examiner is dealing with a small subset of firearms involved in
shooting cases (as compared to the total number of firearms in police,
military and private hands). Therefore, this research strongly suggests that
the success rate of a national ballistic imaging database would be minimal.
My considered view is that the concept of fingerprinting all firearms in the
country, laudable as it seems at first, is not going to produce useful results.
The creation of a vastly enlarged IBIS database will, to use an analogy, create
a situation where police forensic technicians will be looking for the same
size needle in an ever enlarging haystack. It will in fact degrade the results
already being produced in forensic laboratories. The effect of this phenomenon
could very well impinge negatively on the normal forensic services.
The subjective nature of the process whereby IBIS candidates, drawn from a
much larger database, are examined to identify a match raises the prospect
of miscarriages of justice. The additional complication, in a developing
country such as South Africa, is that a wrong identification will set in
motion a legal juggernaut. This is a process which few people will have the
resources, or the access to expertise, to counter. This burden will especially
fall upon the poorest of the poor.
The perception of the advantages of establishing a national ballistic imaging
database is simplistic and the perceived benefits are false. The concept seeks
to take a single piece of evidence and use it in place of time-honoured
investigative techniques which, if properly done, will add context and
corroboration to the bare forensic evidence.
The practical application of the logistics of establishing a national ballistic
imaging database also needs to be examined. The concept calls for all new
firearms to be ballistically fingerprinted with two ejected cases and two
fired bullets being collected. These would be filed along with the serial
number and other identifying details of each firearm. The second phase of
the project would involve collecting every licensed firearm in the country
(a number running into the millions) and to repeat the exercise of firing,
recording and storing these fired cases and bullets. Finally, for the database
to be complete, the exercise would then have to repeated a third time for
all government, police and military firearms.
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At this stage, a further issue requires consideration. The majority of crime
is committed with illegally possessed firearms. It must be said at the onset
that the number of illegally possessed firearms which would be handed
in for ballistic fingerprinting would be zero. Even if a stolen firearm is
involved in a crime, this exercise would only lead the police back to the
firearm’s last legal owner. Thus, the exercise of fingerprinting all the legally
possessed firearms in the country will be largely futile. It is not often that
the identity of a legally possessed firearm, which has been involved in a
shooting incident, is in dispute. It is far more common to have a dispute
arise over the circumstances of the incident. Identification of the firearm
in question is usually a non-issue.
The provision of ballistics tanks for this exercise also needs to be considered.
This would require a decision as to where this process would take place – in
the big metropolitan centres which have existing tanks or also in other cities
and towns. The former option would significantly slow the process down,
whereas the latter would require the sourcing or construction of numerous
ballistics tanks at additional expense.
Whether either option is implemented, the logistics of collecting, storing,
transporting, managing and keeping safe millions of firearms of varying
calibres and conditions becomes daunting, to say the least. Even assuming
that the logistics could be completed without administrative problems, the
sheer size of the workload involved in fingerprinting the firearms raises
questions as regards the reliability of the data which would result. In this
respect, it has to be asked whether or not it is humanly possible for each
District Firearms Officer to collect, collate, record and file thousands of
cartridge cases and bullets without any identification errors occurring.
Further, would the chain of evidence remain intact, during such a massive
project, with millions of samples being processed and passing through
many hands before they reach their final destination?
A further problem needs to be considered. A significant number of private
firearms have market values which are measured in thousands (and in some
cases, hundreds of thousands) of rand. It is inconceivable that this huge
exercise could be completed without at least some of these firearms being
damaged. Compensation would have to be paid to the owners. Some of
these high value firearms are national heritage items. Their damage, or
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even loss, would degrade the national heritage. In addition, many older
firearms are no longer capable of being safely discharged and – in many
instances – ammunition of the correct type is no longer available.
Many private firearms are used for business purposes. Their owners use them
to earn a living and to provide for themselves and their families. Examples
would be firearms used by security companies, field guides, game rangers,
dangerous game guards, anti-poaching units, safari companies and the
film industry. Compensation for loss of earnings would have to be paid or
those individuals would not survive. The industries in question could well
suffer long-term damage and be forced to shed jobs. Furthermore, a large
number of the firearms in private hands are self-defence firearms. These
individuals and their families would be defenceless for a period of time. A
number of private citizens earn their livings in jobs which take them into
or through dangerous areas, and would thus be forced to carry out their
duties without any means of self-defence.
Further Research Avenues
• What are the effects on the markings on a bullet when it has passed
through glass?
• What are the effects on the markings on a bullet when it impacts
with sand?
• What is the effect of the state of lubrication of the firearm on the
markings on the case and bullet?
• What is the effect of ambient temperature on the markings on the
case and bullet?
• What is the effect of repeated discharges (for example, in the case
of semi-automatic and fully automatic firearms) and the consequent
increased temperature of the firearm on the markings on the case and
bullet?
• What is the effect of different propellants on the markings on the case
and bullet?
• What is the effect of using reloaded ammunition?
• How consistent are the markings made on ammunition by magazines,
especially the magazine lips?
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Appendix A

Col WG Driver’s letter to the Commissioner of Police South African Police),
dated 03rd February 1948, proposing the establishment of a national ballistic
imaging database
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Letter in reply to Col Driver’s proposal from the Commanding Officer South
African Criminal Bureau (South African Police), dated 20th February 1948
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Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations

Ad hominem. Criticism directed against a person, rather than against
what that person is saying.
AFTE. Association of Firearm and Tool Mark Examiners, United States
of America.
Algorithm. A process or set of rules to be followed in calculations or other
problem-solving operations, especially by a computer.
Ballistic fingerprinting. The field of forensic science which attempts to
match individual firearms to the ammunition components recovered
from a crime scene. See also forensic tool mark analysis.
Ballistics water tank. See ballistics tank.
Ballistics tank. A tank filled with water or gel which allows the undamaged
recovery of a bullet which is fired into it. Different systems are needed
for different bullets, depending upon the bullet composition, jacket
thickness, and velocity.
BATFE. Bureau for Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives, United
States of America.
Bayesian statistics. A theory in the field of statistics in which the evidence
about the true state of the world is expressed in terms of degrees of belief
known as Bayesian probabilities.
Breech face. That part of the breechblock which is against the base of the
cartridge case or shotgun cartridge during feeding and firing.
Broach. A long multi-tooth cutting tool which makes successively deeper
cuts. Each tooth removes a predetermined amount of material in a
predetermined location. It is used to machine internal and external
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surfaces such as holes of a circular, square, or irregular shape as well as
keyways and the teeth of internal gears.
Broach cut rifling. The process of forming spiral rifling grooves in the
barrel of a firearm by a tool which has a series of cutting edges, each
one slightly larger than the preceding edge.
Broach marks. Marks left on the finished surfaces of a firearm during
manufacturing. These marks are produced when a cutting tool, called
a broach, is drawn or pushed entirely over and past the surface.
Cognitive bias. A systematic pattern of deviation from rationality in
judgment. Cognitive bias occurs when an individual creates his own
“reality” by his acceptance of input which is irrelevant to the problem
which he is attempting to solve.
CMS. See consecutive matching striations (striae).
Class Characteristics. The distinct design features of all firearms within
any given class such as the calibre and the direction of the rifling twist
as well as the type, shape and size of the tools which were used in the
manufacturing process.
COBIS. Combined Ballistic Identification System. New York’s database
of legal firearms.
Confirmatory Bias. In psychology and cognitive science, confirmation bias
(or confirmatory bias) is a tendency to search for or interpret information
in a way that confirms one’s preconceptions, leading to statistical errors.
Consecutive matching striations (striae) (CMS). A CMS match is
obtained when, with three dimensional tool marks, at least two different
groups of at least three consecutive matching striations appear in
the same relative position, or one group of six consecutive matching
striations are in agreement in an evidence tool mark compared to a
test tool mark.
Criminal ballistic imaging database. See general ballistic imaging
database.
Daubert Factors. These factors or tests are used by courts in the USA to
decide if expert testimony, which has been placed before it, is based on
proven and acceptable scientific theory. The five Daubert Factors are:Whether a method can or has been tested.
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The known or potential rate of error
Whether the methods have been subjected to peer review.
Whether there are standards controlling the technique’s operation.
The general acceptance of the method within the relevant community
Daubert Standard. A test of acceptability which a court may apply to
expert testimony, which has been offered to it. The Daubert Standard is
tested by applying the five Daubert Factors, so as to establish whether or
not the expert testimony in question is based on proven and acceptable
scientific theory.
Double blind test. A test in which any information which may influence
the behaviour of the tester is withheld until after the test.
Ejector. A device which expels cartridges or fired cartridge cases from a
firearm.
Empirical Theory. A method of gaining knowledge by means of direct
and indirect observation or experience. Empirical evidence (the record
of one’s observations or experiences) can be analysed quantitatively or
qualitatively.
Extractor. Device for withdrawing the cartridge or fired cartridge case
from the chamber.
False negative. A test result which wrongly indicates that a particular
condition or attribute is absent.
False positive. A test result which wrongly indicates that a particular
condition or attribute is present.
FBI. Federal Bureau of Investigation, United States of America.
Firing pin. That part of the firearm mechanism which strikes the primer
of a cartridge to initiate ignition of the propellant, in order to fire the
cartridge.
Forensic tool mark analysis. As regards firearms, the process of attempting
to prove that fired bullets and ejected cartridge cases, gathered at a crime
scene, were fired from one particular firearm. This is done by using a
forensic comparison microscope to compare patterns of markings on
an evidence bullet or cartridge case to the patterns of markings on a
test-fired bullet or cartridge case. See also ballistic fingerprinting.
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General ballistic imaging database. A database of images of fired bullets
and ejected cartridge cases which have a known criminal connection
– gathered from a crime scene or matched to a firearm used in the
commission of a crime.
Grooves. See lands and grooves.
Hammer forged barrel. A barrel which is hammered around a mandrel
into its final shape.
Head stamp. Numerals, letters and symbols (or combinations thereof)
stamped into the base of a cartridge case or shotgun cartridge to identify
the manufacturer, calibre or gauge and other additional information.
IBIS. Integrated Bullet Identification System. The software produced by
Forensic Technology of Montreal, Canada, which compares ballistic
images of fired ammunition components with those on its database and
offers a number of potential matches.
Impressed tool mark. See tool mark, impressed
Individual Characteristics. Random imperfections which are produced
during the manufacture of a firearm, or are caused by use, corrosion or
damage. Individual characteristics are what theoretically makes a firearm
unique amongst all other firearms of the same type and are produced by
accident, not design. These imperfections can create markings on fired
bullets or ejected cartridge cases.
Lands and grooves. The two components of the rifling cut into a firearm’s
barrel. The raised portions are known as lands and depressed portions
as grooves.
Linage. The number of lines or striations on a fired bullet or ejected cartridge
case. These markings are made on the ammunition components by the
firearm from which they have been fired.
Mandrel. A cylindrical rod round which metal or other material is forged
or shaped.
Metrological method. The method used in the science of measurement.
Metrological testing is the technical procedure of determining the
characteristics of a given object, in accordance with a specified method.
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Morphology. A particular form, shape, or structure.
Mould. A hollow container used to give shape to a molten or hot, liquid
material when it cools and hardens.
Mould marks. Marks made on a component by the mould in which it is
manufactured.
MSP. Maryland State Police, United States of America
National ballistic imaging database. A database of images of fired bullets
and ejected cartridge cases gathered from all legally owned firearms sold
and/or owned within a country, or a state within a nation, as well as
firearms with a known criminal connection.
NIBIN. National Integrated Ballistic Information Network. Maintained
by the FBI.
Objective method. Having due regard for the known valid evidence (relevant
facts, logical implications and viewpoints) pertaining to an issue. If
relevant valid evidence is denied, an objective approach is impossible.
If rival interpretations are denied, or if evidence is denied, then this
impairs the possibility for rational debate and criticism. An objective
approach is particularly important in science.
Pattern comparison. The method in which pattern matching is performed.
Pattern matching. The process of determining whether or not the details
of striated marks or impressions on two objects correspond, such as on
fired bullets and ejected cartridge or shotgun cartridge cases.
Photo-micrograph. A photograph taken through a microscope.
Primer. A cartridge ignition component consisting of a brass or gilding
metal cup, priming mixture, anvil and foil disc. It ignites the propellant
contained in the cartridge, when struck with sufficient force.
Probability theory. The branch of mathematics which deals with quantities
having random distributions.
Rifling. The arrangement of spiral grooves on the inside of the barrel of a
firearm, which impart spin to a projectile.
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Scientific theory. A comprehensive explanation of some aspect of nature
which is supported by a vast body of evidence. (The National Academy
of Science, United States of America)
Striated tool mark. See tool mark, striated.
Striation. A linear mark, slight ridge or groove on a surface, often one of
a number of similar parallel features
Subclass Characteristics. Small imperfections on the various components
of a firearm which can create markings on the fired bullet or ejected
cartridge case, but are not necessarily unique to that particular firearm.
Subclass characteristics are difficult to distinguish from true individual
characteristics.
Subjective method. Any method based on, or emphasising, subjective
experience, bias, personal impressions or personal beliefs.
Tool mark, impressed. Mark produced when a tool is placed against an
object and, with pressure applied, leaves an impression in the object.
The class characteristics (shape) of the impression can suggest the type
of tool used to produce the mark.
Tool mark, striated. Mark produced when a tool is placed against another
object and, with pressure applied, is moved across the object thus
producing a striated mark. Friction marks, abrasion marks and scratch
marks are terms commonly used when referring to striated marks. These
marks can be either class and/or individual characteristics.
Tool mark analysis. As regards firearms, see forensic tool mark analysis.
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